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TEACHING VISUAL LITERACY AND DOCUMENT DESIGN IN
FIRST-YEAR COMPOSITION
H. Allen Brizee
(ABSTRACT)
Given our ability to communicate quickly and effectively through visuals such as signs
and pictures, it is not surprising that graphical messages now permeate our technology-oriented
culture. Magazines, television, and computers integrate text and graphics to convey information.
As teachers of writing, we need to study and understand these visually enhanced texts because
they have become the standard for communication in our society. Beyond this, we should learn
how to teach students about visual literacy and document design so that they can effectively
interpret these visually enhanced texts and create documents that use visuals and words together;
this will also prepare students for college writing and workplace writing.

Naturally, there exists some uncertainty surrounding the inclusion of these ideas in firstyear composition. First-year writing is already difficult to teach because colleges expect us to
foster critical reading, critical thinking, and critical writing skills in students from a wide variety
of disciplines. Compounding these challenges are large class sizes and shrinking budgets.
However, many scholars assert that visual thinking is an essential part of the learning process
and must be included in writing courses. Specifically, some scholars suggest that we should
integrate visual literacy and document design into first-year composition courses to help students
create effective documents for college and the workplace. This thesis explores the scholarship
surrounding visual literacy, document design, and professional writing in first-year composition.
The project underscores the importance of using students’ visual thinking processes to help them
organize and present information in college writing and beyond.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Visual communication dominates almost every aspect of our lives. Before we learn to
connect ideas and meanings with words through speaking or writing, we learn to identify
elements of our world using visual cues such as rudimentary shapes and colors. We equate
smiles with happiness, frowns with unhappiness. Indeed, facial expressions and body language
are vital elements of communication with our primary caregivers. This visual process is a
fundamental part of our cognitive development and crucial to successful interaction with the
world around us. Though our four other senses certainly contribute to our experience, our visual
sense plays a key role in our ability to think.

The basic shapes and colors that act as rudimentary visual cues serve as building blocks
of the more complex messages we transmit, interpret, and digest through graphical
communication in our modern culture. Given the effectiveness of the visual medium to convey
messages in a quick and concise manner, it is no wonder that media such as television,
magazines, and of course computers now rely on visual communication. Visual communication
is efficient, and it taps into one of the most basic forms of cognition we possess: visual thinking.

Visual thinking is a primary element of our cognitive process. As Robert McKim notes
in his Experiences in Visual Thinking, “Visual thinking pervades all human activity, from the
abstract and theoretical to the down-to-earth and everyday” (6). Rudolph Arnheim, in Visual
Thinking, establishes the groundwork for explaining the theories behind the development of the
graphic-enhanced documents we now use in almost every part of our lives. Arnheim stresses the
fundamental importance of the visual basis of human cognition and how this visual cognitive
process serves as an essential step in our thought processes. He writes that “truly productive
thinking in whatever area of cognition takes place in the realm of imagery” (v). He continues by
stating, “…the great virtue of vision is that it is not only a highly articulate medium, but that its
universe offers inexhaustibly rich information about the objects and events of the outer world.
Therefore, vision is the primary medium of thought” (18). With the advent of media such as
computers (and their by-product desktop publishing), we are now capitalizing on visual thinking
1

by using visual messages to convey and exchange complex meaning in new forms of documents.
These new documents combine our skills to communicate as visual thinkers (pictures) with our
learned skills (writing). Considering the importance of visual thinking in our most basic
productive cognitive processes, and considering the integration of text and image in our new
technological culture, it is not surprising that leading scholars in technical communication and
composition are calling for teachers of writing to integrate visual literacy and document design
into text-based composition.

In his landmark essay, “Seeing the Text,” Stephen Bernhardt asserts that writing
instructors should use more visual elements in composition courses to keep up with our
increasingly visual culture and to provide students with design skills that will help them create
documents that more effectively convey meaning. He explains that if we do not use more visual
elements in our composition pedagogy, we risk becoming obsolete: “Classroom practice which
ignores the increasingly visual, localized qualities of information exchange can only become
increasingly irrelevant” (77). Furthermore, in her article “The Trouble with Employees’ Writing
May Be Freshman Composition,” Elizabeth Tebeaux outlines employers’ complaints with new
employees fresh out of college. She finds that despite all of the writing across the curriculum
programs, and despite the best efforts of composition instructors, college graduates do not write
clearly and with a professional degree of mechanical aptitude (16-17). Tebeaux explains that
limiting our instruction to the traditional academic essay may have much to do with these
shortcomings. She asserts that employers in almost every field need their employees to analyze
and produce visually striking documents. Tebeaux also states that teaching visual literacy and
document design in first-year composition classes can satisfy college core requirements and
prepare students for the writing they will do for the rest of their lives. Scholars such as Sonja
Foss, David Kaufer, and Brian Butler maintain that by teaching students to write for an audience
other than the instructor, by teaching students to consider the purpose of their writing, and by
teaching students to consider the context in which they are writing, we reconnect students with
the traditional elements at the very root of rhetoric. So, it seems reasonable for composition
instructors to incorporate graphical elements and document design in composition classes to
build on visual thinking skills and to better prepare students to write in college and beyond.
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The purpose of this thesis is to discuss the role of teaching elements of visual literacy and
document design1 in first-year writing classes. This project will investigate the work published
by scholars from various fields as it relates to teaching visual literacy and document design in
first-year composition. I will examine material from the fields of visual literacy (visual thinking,
visual learning, and visual communication), composition, and professional writing, as well as
information from sociology, history, communication studies, and design. I will begin with the
roots of visual thinking theory, move through the development of our new visual language, and
then discuss how visual thinking and our visual language connect with first-year composition,
document design, and professional writing. Next, I will outline the resistance to using visual
literacy and document design in the composition class, address these concerns, and highlight the
specific ways visual literacy, document design, and professional communication help students
write in college and in the workplace. Finally, I will review the first-year composition course I
taught in the spring semester of 2002 at Virginia Tech using the theories of visual literacy,
document design, and professional writing outlined in this project. Specifically, I will discuss
how tapping students’ visual thinking skills improves their composition skills, helps them fulfill
core writing requirements, and helps them prepare for the writing they will do for the rest of their
lives. I will also show how instructors with little or no training in these theories can integrate
visual literacy, document design, and professional writing into lessons to help students to
become better writers.

Chapter 2 of this thesis outlines the literature surrounding visual thinking and visual
language2. Chapter 3 investigates the scholarship supporting students’ need for visual rhetoric,
document design, and professional writing in the workplace. Chapter 4 discusses some scholars’
objections to document design instruction in college writing classes and concludes by exploring
ways to address this reticence. Chapter 5 outlines how composition instructors can use visual
literacy and document design to teach rhetoric and how these approaches satisfy core writing
requirements. Chapter 6 discusses the first-year composition class I taught at Virginia Tech in
1

For purposes of this thesis, I refer to document design for the print medium only. Excluded are electronic media
such as Web pagesthough this area of composition is a burgeoning and productive method of teaching visual
literacy and document design.
2
Please note that I consider the following definition of visual language, taken from Robert Horn’s Visual Language:
Global Communication for the 21st Century, most effective for this thesis: Visual Language: 1. the integration of
words, images, and shapes into a single communication unit. 2. The use of words and images or words and shapes
to form a single communication unit.
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the spring of 2002: English 1106: Colonial and Postcolonial Literature of Africa. Finally,
Chapter 7 provides a general reflection of the overall thesis and discusses the implications of
teaching first-year composition using visual literacy and document design.

At the outset, I would like to make it clear that I do not advocate eliminating the
expository, expressive, or exploratory essay from first-year composition. Nor do I advocate
shifting first-year composition into an introduction to professional writing. However, I believe
we can and should find room in our first-year writing courses for visual literacy and document
design. We can use basic elements of these theories to help our students produce documents that
will help them become better college writers as well as better workplace writers.

1.1 Defining Visual Literacy
Before I begin describing the theoretical roots of this project, I would first like to
establish a baseline from which to work regarding the discipline of visual literacy, which is an
umbrella term containing the subcategories of visual thinking, visual learning, and visual
communication. The following diagram, modified from Sandra Moriarty’s diagram in her essay
A Conceptual Map of Visual Communication, outlines what I believe is the clearest explanation
of this discipline.
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Figure 1. Relationships of Areas of Study in Visual Literacy

The umbrella term, visual literacy, encompasses visual thinking (outlined by Arnheim, McKim,
and Horn below), visual learning (also touched upon by Arnheim), and visual communication
(described by scholars such as Stephen Bernhardt, Elizabeth Tebeaux, Charles Kostelnick, and
Sonja Foss). In the broadest terms then, visual literacy in this diagram is the overall discipline
(general awareness) with subcategories related to the use of visuals from the most rudimentary
(visual thinking), to the acquisition of information through visuals (visual learning), to the use of
visuals to convey data (visual communication/visual rhetoric). It is my hope that this diagram
provides a clear baseline for the parameters of this project. I will be working from the
framework that visual literacy, for students in first-year composition, means a general
introduction to the concepts of the following:
•

Visual thinking: the contribution of visuals to the thinking process

•

Visual learning: the quick and easy acquisition and understanding of data through visuals
5

•

Visual communication: the use of visual thinking and visual learning to create documents
that convey information using visual cues, graphics, and elements of document design to
promote access, understanding, and action (visual rhetoric and professional writing).
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CHAPTER 2
Visual Thinking, Visual Language, and Visual Rhetoric
2.1 Rudolph Arnheim
In his landmark text, Visual Thinking, published in 1969, Rudolph Arnheim re-ignited the
debate between educators on the subject of visual cognition and its influence on our thinking and
learning process. Arnheim argues that our thinking process is heavily influenced by our visual
interaction with the world around us, that key elements of our cognitive abilities are tied to visual
thinking. Therefore, Arnheim asserts that educators must re-integrate visual learning at the
elementary school stages of education rather than splitting visual thinking away from the study
of letters and numbers. Arnheim claims that visual thinking is an essential step in human
cognition and that this visual cognitive process contributes to our ability to think. Detailing this
process, Arnheim explains the innate cognitive qualities of visual thinking when he states

At early organic levels, the stimulus compels the reaction. When a strong light
enters the visual field, the infant turns toward it as though directed by an outer
controlling power …this is the prototype of a cognitive response unconditionally
surrendered to the object of attention. The response is steered by the stimulus
rather than by the initiative of the observer3. (21)

Arnheim connects this organic response to the development of thinking abilities; he claims that
“truly productive thinking in whatever area of cognition takes place in the realm of imagery” (v).
He also explains that we break down information into visual blocks to better understand complex
messages. By no means does Arnheim dismiss the other senses as useless, nor does he state that
without vision we cannot think at all. Rather he claims that our perception, in all its forms

3

Arnheim outlines the reactive responses by explaining the process of ocular fixation, which draws interesting
parallels to the organic process that attracts the human eye to visual cues in documents such as bolded text, indented
paragraphs, tables, colors, and images: “How is the ocular fixation accomplished? An act of fixation can be
described as a move from tension to tension reduction. The stimulus enters the visual field eccentrically and thereby
opposes the field’s own center with a new and alien one. This conflict between the intruding outer world and the
order of the inner world creates a tension, which is eliminated when a movement of the eyeball makes the two
centers coincide, thus adapting the inner order to the outer. The relevant item of the outer order is now centrally
placed in the inner. Here we have an elementary example of still another aspect of cognitive behavior, namely
problem solving” (21).
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(“active exploration, selection, grasping of essentials, simplification, abstraction, analysis, and
synthesis, completion, correction, comparison, problem solving as well as combining, separating,
putting in context”) works to “treat cognitive material at any level” (13). Arnheim continues by
specifically explaining his idea of “cognitive,” stating

By ‘cognitive’ I mean all mental operations involved in the receiving, storing,
and processing of information: sensory perception, memory, thinking,
learning...no thought processes seem to exist that cannot be found to operate...in
perception. Visual perception is visual thinking...one can indulge in smells and
tastes, but one can hardly think in them. In vision and hearing, shapes, colors,
movements, sounds, are susceptible to definite and highly complex organization
in space and time. These two senses are therefore the media par excellence for
the exercise of intelligence. (18)

Despite the importance of the visual sense, western culture, for the most part, relegates visual
learning to the disciplines of art, graphic design, and architecture rather than integrating visual
thinking in reading and writingthis in spite of the fact that every discipline uses visual
thinking. We use visuals as a primary source of information; yet, as natural as visual learning
seems to be4, our culture splits education into two separate areas: text/numerals and art.
Mistrust of the senses (based on Plato’s skepticism regarding the senses5), specifically the
visual sense, left a deep-seated uncertainty within western philosophy, which even now
profoundly affects our teaching. In our earliest classes, we play with and use brightly colored
blocks, large images of animals and fire engines, and more recently, striking computer graphics
to discover the world around us. Yet, when we begin to study letters, words, and later,
sentences, paragraphs, and essays, our educators abandon these highly effective visual cues and

4

A quick and obvious example of this visual aptitude is the rapid ascendancy of graphic user interfacewindows
and the mousein computers over text-based software such as the DOS operating environment.
5
Arnheim points out that western thought mistakenly marginalizes visual thinking in part based on Plato’s
skepticism regarding paintings and “illusionary images”: “The mistrust of ordinary perception marks Plato’s
philosophy profoundly. He went so far as to exclude the sensory images entirely from the hierarchy that leads from
the broadest generalities to the tangible particulars...the sensory images were dim reflections outside of the system of
reality” (6-8).
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force us to march in black and white symbols across a page to create linear texts devoid of the
very images we used to first discover and organize our world. Arnheim insists, “Today, the
prejudicial discrimination between perception and thinking is still with us. Our entire
educational system continues to be based on the study of words and numbers” (2). Arnheim
underscores the seemingly counter-productive nature of this habit when he asserts that teachers
use visuals and visual thinking in the beginning of our education but abandon visuals in favor of
words and numbers the higher we move in our academic career. He says this approach is wrong:

In Kindergarten…youngsters learn by seeing and handling handsome shapes and
inventing their own shapes on paper or in clay by thinking through perceiving.
But with first grade of elementary school the senses begin to lose educational
status. As the ruling discourses stress more rigorously the study of words and
numbers, their kinship with the arts is increasingly obscured, and the arts are
reduced to a desirable supplement. (3)

Arnheim argues that the reasoning behind this split is essentially obvious: “The arts are neglected
because they are based on perception, and perception…is disdained because it is not assumed to
involve thought” (3). He counters by insisting that art is a vital element in “productive thinking”
(3). In short, we are left with a system of education that recognizes the value of visual thinking
and visual learning when we are small children, but then, in many ways, turns its back on the
visual medium when we begin studying letters and numbers. Arnheim, in a sense, foreshadows
the debate involving the integration of visual elements in composition classes when he states that

What is most needed is not more aesthetics or more esoteric manuals of art
education but a convincing case made for visual thinking quite in general. Once
we understand the theory, we might try to heal in practice the unwholesome split
which cripples the training of reasoning power. (3)

By using Arnheim’s theories as a backbone for this thesis, I hope to add validity to the argument
that we can augment our ability to teach writing by tapping into this “reasoning power” with
visual thinking. Also, I hope that it becomes clear that we can fulfill core writing requirements
9

by teaching elements of documents design that integrate graphics and text rather than separating
the two as we have done in the past. Indeed, integrating visual thinking with
compositionbased on Arnheim’s theoriesis vital if we are to stimulate students’ theoretical
reasoning skills.

In the later sections of Visual Thinking, Arnheim details the precise processes and
thinking abilities enhanced by visual thinking. Specifically, he explains how visual thinking
stimulates theoretical reasoning because it “offers structural equivalents to all characteristics of
objects, events, relations” (232). These advantages become obvious to teachers of composition
when we show inexperienced writers how to structure essays using writing webs, outlines, and
pictures of building blocks to represent sections of the essay.

The last of Arnheim’s theories I would like to highlight is his discussion of our tendency
to break complex information into separate parts. This process is important because we can draw
upon Arnheim’s ideas to teach writing more effectively and also to justify assignments that call
for writers to separate information into digestible blocks of data rather than presenting ideas in
expansive expository essays. Arnheim concludes Visual Thinking with a discussion of the
various strategies our brain uses to more easily process and understand complex messages. He
asserts that

Unless an image is organized in forms so simple and so clearly related to each
other that the mind can grasp them, it remains…incomprehensible…only through
generalities in its appearance is the imaged thing seen as a kind of thing thus
made understandable. (274)

Numerous scholars investigating the most effective strategies in professional writing and
document design (see Chapter 4) show that this is indeed the case. In fact, if we consider
Arnheim’s theories regarding the organic need to move from tension to tension release (see
footnote 3 above), it is clear why bolded text is so effective in professional documents.
Combining bolded headings with blocks of data creates clear documents that are easy to access
and understand. The need to break down information into data blocks compels us to limit
10

paragraphs in professional documents to ten lines. We use bolded text to delineate new
sectionsagain creating blocks of data that are easy to find and digest. Arnheim builds upon
these ideas to connect our need to organize information into simple patterns and the overriding
use of graphics in almost every discipline. In fact, Arnheim says that the sense of sight
automatically begins to breakdown complex messages: “The sense of sight tries for the simplest
pattern compatible with the given stimulus situation” (278).

These ideas are important to this thesis because, as Arnheim states above, our educational
system still separates text and image and still focuses on the teaching of expansive, inaccessible
expository essays to convey information. From what Arnheim asserts, we can see how teaching
text and image separately contradicts how we think and organize information using a
combination of text and visuals to reason theoretically and break down data into digestible
sections.

So to bring us full circle from Arnheim’s theories I outlined above, when we examine the
root theories of cognition regarding the simplification of data and the use of visuals, it should be
apparent that we are sending our students a mixed, and in fact dangerous, message. We tap in to
students’ ability to think and learn visually, and then we pull the rug out from under them when
we teach them to write. We use images with children to explain the world around us, and then
when we ask them to write about their world, we expect them to translate reality into text-only
documents. How can we, in good faith, force our students to express meaning in only words
when visual thinking plays such an important role in understanding and communicating
information? How can we force students to use only words when we know from experience and
scholarly research that they will integrate graphics in documents they produce for classes outside
the English department (such as lab reports and even mathematic formulas in physics essays)?
How can we not teach our students the best ways to mix visuals and text when in all likelihood,
they may spend the rest of their lives attempting to write documents that integrate text and
visuals? The answer to these questions is that we should not be focusing exclusively on the textonly, traditional essay in first-year composition. We need to expand our writing pedagogy to
included Arnheim’s theories of visual thinking.
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Visual thinking is an intricate part of our cognitive process, and Arnheim states that we
should re-integrate it into our education systems. He stresses that we have separated text and
images based on Plato’s mistrust of the senses (rather than basing our decisions on any sort of
scientific research), and he states that our education systems still suffer from this misconception.
Finally, he asserts that it is natural to break up information (visual and textual) into blocks of
data to better understand complex messages. Therefore, breaking text into easily digestible
blocks and using images to simplify sometimes lengthy text-only essays is necessary and, in fact,
completely natural. For these reasons, Arnheim states that we must re-integrate visual thinking
in our education6. I believe we should begin teaching our students how to harness Arnheim’s
theories; doing this will improve their organization and presentation skills.

2.2 Robert McKim
Arnheim’s assertions have influenced pedagogy scholars from numerous disciplines.
Many researchers support the need to integrate visual literacy in all disciplines of education. In
Experiences in Visual Thinking, Robert McKim points out some of the advantages of using
visual thinking in education. He states “First, it vitalizes the sensory and imaginative abilities
that are often allowed to atrophy by contemporary education” (3). These sensory and
imaginative skills are essential to college students working in all disciplines because their
scholarly work must often reflect the increasingly graphical nature of their professions. For
example, mechanical and electrical engineers must integrate graphics and text in blueprints for
clients. Students who use visual thinking to develop essays that integrate text and image will lay
the groundwork for creating the graphically enhanced documents they will produce in their
coursework and on the job after they graduate. McKim continues by stating, “Second, it [visual
thinking] provides vehicles that are frequently more appropriate to the thinker’s needs than are
language symbols” (3). Building on my example above, it is clear that blueprints and
construction directions would be almost impossible to create and follow without the integration
6

Marilyn Bazeli, in her studies with fourth and fifth grade students, found that visual thinking seems to invigorate
critical analysis and improve cognitive ability. She outlines her findings in her article, “Visual Literacy Education:
Developing Thinking Citizens Across Cultures:” “The results [of the study] showed that there was significant
improvement in the cognitive ability scores of students in the experimental group...[and] there appeared to be a more
positive attitude toward crucial thinking among students in the experimental group than in the control group. This
could be interpreted to mean that the students receiving instruction in visual literacy did approach the critical
thinking tasks...with a more positive, confident, and motivated feeling” (57).
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of text and visuals. Visual thinking and visual representations of steps involved in a process
effectively meet the needs of workplace writers for two primary reasons:
•

Instructions and descriptions take up far more room on a page than do simple graphics
and pictures.

•

Specifications must be written at a particular reading level so that everyone involved in
the project can easily understand what to do. Graphics are more accessible to readers of
all levels.

McKim states also that “education in sensory thinking encourages flexibility in thinking
levels...and…thinking by sensory imagery encourages the thinker to utilize thinking operations
that are not within the realm of language thinking” (3). The flexible thinking skills McKim
describes can lead to original approaches to problems in school and on the job.

McKim echoes Arnheim’s position on the fallacies of separating text and graphic in
education, asserting that this separation seems counter-intuitive. He states that almost every
profession integrates text and visual to understand and convey ideas:

An astronomer ponders a mysterious cosmic event; a football coach considers a
new strategy…surgeons think visually to perform an operation; chemists to
construct molecular models, mathematicians to consider abstract space-time
relationships; engineers to design circuits, structures, and mechanisms;
businessmen to organize and schedule work; architects to coordinate function
with beauty. (6)

In other words, McKim sees the act of separating language and image as creating an unnatural
boundary: “Visual and verbalmathematical modes of thinking and communicating are
complementary: one is not higher than the other. The thinker who has a broad command of
graphic languages…can find more complete expression for his thinking” (124). McKim’s
positions seem to make sense when we consider our graphically oriented culture. In fact, as
Robert Horn argues, we have already moved beyond a text-only language, despite our education
system’s separation of the two. Visual and verbal thinkers will be more adept at communicating
in this visual language if they are trained to use it as early as possible in their documents.
13

2.3 Robert Horn
In Visual Language: Global Communication for the 21st Century, Robert Horn reinforces
and expands Arnheim’s and McKim’s theories asserting that the visuals in our texts and in our
media have already altered our lives in profound ways. In fact, he states that our text production
has already achieved what Arnheim and McKim advocate in their work: a full integration of text
and visual. Horn calls this integration visual language. He claims that this new visual language
is improving our ability to ingest and understand information. In addition, it is also improving
our ability to solve complex problems related to our technology-dominated world. Essentially,
Horn concludes that modern culture has transcended the reticence of our education system to
distrust the visual sense (as Plato admonished). He claims that despite the traditional reluctance
to integrate text and visuals, the need to communicate complex ideas, and the need to solve
complex problems, has forced people to develop a visual language. Horn uses a quote from
Dondis’ A Primer of Visual Literacy as a base for his argument:

There is little doubt that contemporary lifestyle has been influenced…by the
changes enacted upon it by the fact of the photograph. In print, language is the
primary element, while visual factors such as physical setting or design format
and illustrations are secondary and supportive. In the modern media, just the
reverse is true. The visual dominates the verbal arguments…our languagedominated culture has moved perceptibly toward the iconic. (4)

Horn claims that our culture, influenced by geopolitical trends such as globalization, has created
a new form of communication. He states that

Boundaries are disintegrating between smaller sublanguagesdiagramming,
cartooning, advertising, graphical composition interfaces, and countless others.
These dialects…have begun to encounter one another and integrate into a larger,
more inclusive language…we [are]…in the midst of the emergence of a new
language: visual language. (6)
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Horn explains that we have developed this visual language, essentially, to solve problems. He
traces its evolution to Leonardo De Vinci and a resurgence in visual language in the 1500s when
sketches and illustrations in documents were used in the sciences and in engineering (30-36).
Horn asserts that by the late 1800s and early 1900s, American engineers used diagrams that
evolved into the computer flow charts we used today (30). The industrial revolution led to the
expanded use of illustrations to explain complex machinery and to track production cycles. In
fact, according to Horn, Florence Nightingale used “polar area diagrams” to “measure and
subject to mathematical analysis” socio-economic phenomenon that affected the population of
London. Her diagrams led to the improvements in health care throughout the city (38).
Engineering consultants used graphics (logic tables) to keep records, plan projects, and predict
future trends in business vital to management decisions (41-44). Finally, Horn highlights the
advances in the visual language in the 1950s by stating, “Defense, aerospace, construction, petrochemicals [industries]” used visual language to tackle large projects and “manage huge amounts
of detail” (45). Horn asserts that this visual language grew out of our need to communicate
complex ideas quickly and clearly and to solve a wide range of problems involving mass
amounts of data. Scholars presenting articles at the 23rd Annual Conference of The International
Visual Literacy Association in October 1991 echoed this idea:

The ability to spatially visualize solutions to problems is an important skill for
individuals in many diverse professions. Jensen (1986) in a survey of
professional engineers in educational and industrial settings found that spatial
abilities are the most important engineering graphics concept that an individual
should possess to be successful in the engineering profession. (Clark-Bacon 85)

It goes without saying that this sort of information is critical to teachers of writing at
universities such as Virginia Tech, since the School of Engineering, and its alumni and corporate
supporters, play such an important role in university affairs. I have found that the majority of
first-year writers in my classes are studying in the engineering or technical fields. Teaching
visual literacy to these students could help them succeed in future classes and on the job.
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Despite our education system’s resistance to teaching visual literacy beyond the early
stages of school, we often use the simplest, most effective form of communication available:
visual language, an integration of words, graphics, and shapes to convey meaning. The obvious
problem then arises when our education contradicts what we are expected to produce in the
modern professional world. We are first educated using visuals, but then we are told not to use
them when we write. Once we move into the “real world,” however, we are told that we must
once again master and use visuals to solve complex problems and communicate our conclusions
to clients and employers. As educators, we seem to be sending mixed signals to the very people
we are charged with educating.

We are charged with the responsibility of preparing students for the challenges they will
face in school and on the job. Communicating ideas quickly and clearly is essential to students’
success in school and in the workplace. Toward the end of his book, Horn concludes that using
visual language helps send clearer messages, which is essential in today’s technically complex
society. He finds that people communicate more easily and more effectively when they use
words and images (233). He also stresses that

Old rhetoric guidelines for organization of documents and their parts are made
awkward by new technology contexts...integrating visual language into the
schools will enable students to think in more complex ways and to make better
decisions though more skillful analysis. Visual language may very well improve
writing ability as well: when there are fewer words on a page, each on must be
scrutinized more carefully. (244-247)

Clearly then, we can point to a long history of using visual language in a variety of texts
to solve difficult problems and to quickly communicate clear messages. Theories of visual
thinking continue to spark a rise of scholarship in visual literacy7, and it is clear that scholars
from various disciplines and from every level of learning are stressing the use of visual thinking.
Composition scholars and professional communication experts are no exception to this
7

In fact, at the College Conference on Composition and Communication in March 2002, there were numerous
concurrent sessions, presentations, or special interest group sessions on using visuals (print and electronic) or visual
literacy or document design in the composition process.
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phenomenon. Recognizing the value of the theories surrounding visual thinking and visual
language (and their pedagogical implications), composition instructors are now applying
elements of visual literacy in writing classrooms.
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CHAPTER 3
The Need for Visual Rhetoric, Document Design,
and Professional Writing in the Classroom
Technical communication and composition scholars use the term visual rhetoric to
describe how visuals (text, graphics, or a mixture of both) convey information to promote action.
For years, technical communication scholars such as Stephen Bernhardt, Charles Kostelnick, and
Elizabeth Tebeaux have suggested that educators stop ignoring the importance of visual
communication in our writing instruction and begin using visual literacy/visual rhetoric to assist
students as they move from high school writing, to college writing, to writing in the workplace.
Until now, the composition field, for the most part, has disregarded these suggestions. However,
with the support of technical communication experts, who assert that students should acquire
more skill in document design, many teachers of writing have begun using professional
communication in their classes.

What may also be confusing to composition instructors is the connection between visual
rhetoric and professional writing. Scholars such as Stephen Bernhardt, Charles Kostelnick, and
Elizabeth Tebeaux assert that document genres contain specific visual elements (or cues) that
send distinct and important messages. For example, the visual cues in a traditional academic
essay include the title of the paper at the top of the first page, followed by bocks of text set off by
the indented first line of new paragraphs. These text blocks can be a few lines in length, or they
may extend for a page or more, depending on the subject matter. In addition, the font of the text
is consistentusually Times New Roman 12 point. Readers looking at this traditional essay
from a distance can see what genre the author is using. Therefore, readers will have certain
expectations based on their knowledge of the traditional academic essay. The large blocks of
text, the lack of headings, white space, and charts tell the reader that the document will probably
follow the traditional expository format. In order to read and understand the information
contained within the essay, the reader must digest the document, for the most part, from
beginning to end. Contrasting this, of course, is the formal report, or professional document.

The professional writing genre has a number of visual cues that convey important
informationheadings, bolded text, white space, and graphics show readers that the author is not
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using the expository essay genre. Readers can access sections of this document that pertain to
specific topics or a specific audience. Information in the text is easily accessible, quickly
discerned, and quickly understood because of the visual cues: headings, white space, charts, and
short, concise sentences. At the outset, first-year writers do not even consider the messages these
visual cues send. Nor do first-year writers understand what genre expectations readers carry into
a document based on how it looks. First-year writers usually do not understand that there are
rhetorical signals imbedded in these visual cues. Therefore, it is important to introduce the
concepts of visual cues and visual rhetoric and how they influence document design. Scholars
such as Stephen Bernhardt believe teaching students visual rhetoric and document design is
essential for first-year writing instructors.

3.1 Stephen Bernhardt
Stephen Bernhardt, in his landmark essay, “Seeing the Text,” asserts that we must teach
our students elements of visual rhetoric and document design. In fact, Bernhardt claims that
even the most basic document formatting already utilizes visual rhetoric. However, to convey
meaning more effectively, he suggests we should employ more dramatic visual cues. Bernhardt
says that teaching visual rhetoric will help students understand the importance of establishing
information hierarchy in their essays (66). To support this, Bernhardt contends that an emphasis
is placed on visually informative documents outside the classroom:

Though classroom teaching often assumes essay organization as the norm,
outside the classroom, visually informative prose is pervasive, and not just in
scientific or technical fields…the…incessant presence of advertising…texts
designed for public audiences...thousands of informational pamphlets, brochures,
and forms flow from our government agencies, special interest groups,
businesses, and community groups. (67)

But possibly more importantly for reluctant writing teachers, Bernhardt stresses the importance
of using these theories to teach students to reflect upon and write about our culture. Indeed,
Bernhardt claims that cultural literacy depends on our ability to read and decipher these new
visually based texts. He states that teaching visual literacy and using elements of design in
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college documents help students organize their thoughts and present their ideas in a clear
manner:

Writing, especially when visually informative, encourages the writer to be exact
about grouping related ideas, delineating beginnings and endings, and using cues
to signal to the reader a graphic representation of cognitive organization. By
studying and writing texts which display their structures through white space,
graphic patterning, enumerative sequences, and so on, student writers can gain a
heightened sense of categories, divisions, and orderly progression. (67)

Bernhardt bases these elements of composition theory upon the design theory of the gestalt,
which, as he explains, teaches designers to organize ideas based on the following criteria:
•

Equilibrium: Items in a field usually strive for balance or equilibrium with other items in
the field

•

Good continuation: Visual perception works to pull figures out of the background, to give
them definition against the undistinguished field in which they are located

•

Closure: Readers will fill in the missing gaps, to provide the missing definition

•

Similarity: Units that resemble each other in shape, size, color, or direction will be seen
together as a homogonous grouping.

Bernhardt applies gestalt theory to writing pedagogy by citing Dondis’ idea of “visual syntax:”

A harmonious, balanced, attractive text which conveys information to the reader
about textual organization through visible means...through these laws of Gestalt,
visual features take over the load of structural and organizing the reader’s
processing, thus reducing the role of those semantic features which organize a
form like the essay...the goal is to call the reader’s attention to semantically
grouped information...each section is self-contained...unconstrained by linear
presentation...[where] levels of subordination are indicated by...typeface, type
size, or placement of headings. (73)
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Essentially, Bernhardt asserts that by teaching elements of document design, based upon gestalt
theory, we can assist student writers in organizing and presenting their ideas clearly and
concisely, a common goal among English instructors from every field of composition theory.

Bernhardt concludes “Seeing the Text” by explaining that, when we over-focus on what
an essay says, rather than how the essay is presented, we undermine the goals of clear writing
shared by all writing instructors. Simply put, Bernhardt says that we risk teaching our students
obsolete skills if we do not teach visual aspects of the document.

In the follow-up article to “Seeing the Text,” Bernhardt argues that the interactive nature
of text in electronic media emphasizes the importance of teaching visual literacy. “The Shape of
Text to Come: The Texture of Print on Screens” foreshadows Robert Horn’s claims that despite
our reluctance to embrace the visually enhanced document, our media-based culture has surged
ahead, creating documents that use graphics and text. Bernhardt focuses on electronic media and
the display of texts on the computer screen, and he again implores teachers of writing to
incorporate visual literacy in composition classes, because “we need first to understand the
directions that composers are taking written language, and then to consider these changes as we
teach our students strategies for reading and writing text in a new age” (151). Bernhardt
connects the inevitableand quickly acceleratingexpansion of visual rhetoric in our culture to
the need for more visual literacy in the classroom. Composition instructors, he contends, must
teach students to understand the visual codes bombarding them to contribute to students’ writing
ability and thinking skills, skills that are basic requirements in both the academic and the
professional world. He insists that rather than merely reading texts, we will be using texts in a
more interactive fashion to convey ideas and to solve problems: “Readers of on-screen text
interact physically with the text. Through the mouse, the cursor, the touch screen, or voice
activation, the text becomes a dynamic object, capable of being physically manipulated and
transformed” (154). Bernhardt stresses that we must begin using visual literacy in the
composition class because our students are interacting more and more with these “dynamic”
texts, in school and on the job.
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3.2 Charles Kostelnick
Like Bernhardt, Charles Kostelnick asserts that since students use the computera
visually based instrumentto research and create texts for our classes, it seems strange not to
teach them to work comfortably in a visual medium. In his article “From Pen to Print: The New
Visual Landscapes of Professional Communication,” Kostelnick reiterates Bernhardt’s opinion
that we must keep up with the quickly evolving trend of visually based texts. He argues that
writers are using visual language to create documents that are better organized and that convey
data more clearly. Therefore, we must teach students how to read and design these documents so
that they can integrate text and graphic effectively. Kostelnick claims that our visual language is
moving in dynamic directions through the mix of visuals and text. With the advent of computers
and laser printers, average users can integrate visuals and text to produce vibrant desktop
publications. However, he adds, “although we now largely recognize this new visual landscape,
we have little perspective with which to explore or to understand this new territory or to exercise
the freedom it affords us to compose documents visually” (91). Kostelnick stresses that we must
show student writers how to lift graphics from their role as isolated pictures and incorporate
them with text, because the “rhetorical interrelation between visual and verbal is enhanced now
that visual elements are more potent and documents can be written and designed simultaneously”
(92). Kostelnick contends that how a document looks has always been important and that this
importance is now amplified because of the changing nature of publishing, specifically, desktop
publishing. He maintains that desktop publishing “engenders revolutionary changes in document
design production in the workplace,” and that “visual rhetoric will take center stage because
professional communicators will possess potent design tools” to convey information (94-96).

Kostelnick concludes his article by reiterating the importance of teaching students to use
design theory to improve the effectiveness of documents. He asserts, “the typographical freedom
of new technology allies practical communication to the print tradition…this tradition, through
the development of modernism, unifies text and visual form…[and] contemporary aesthetic
theory recognizes design as a language directed toward audience needs and expectations” (107).
Recognizing audience needs and expectations is a commonly shared goal by teachers of writing
from most disciplines of composition theory.
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3.3 Elizabeth Tebeaux
Thus far, I have discussed the trend of leading technical communication scholars who
assert the importance of teaching visual literacy and document design in writing classes. The
two main reasons for this are as follows:
•

We use visual thinking as an important part of our cognitive process

•

Arranging texts using visual cues helps people organize ideas, solve problems, and
communicate information in a clear way in our graphic-dominated culture.

Scholars such as Elizabeth Tebeaux and Paul Anderson assert that these theories play an
important role in this argument, but they also feel that there is a much more pressing reason
behind teaching document design in college composition classes: the writing demands of the
workplace. Considering our aptitude to learn and communicate visually, and to better organize
our ideas and solve problems in print more effectively using graphical information in our
visually dominated culture, it stands to reason that workplace responsibilities demand a highlevel of visual literacy in analyzing problems and conveying ideas to colleagues and employers.

In her article “The Trouble with Employees’ Writing May Be Freshman Composition,”
Elizabeth Tebeaux suggests that teaching the traditional academic essay may have much to do
with graduates’ problems writing in the workplace. She asserts that teaching visual literacy and
document design in first-year composition classes prepares students for the writing they will do
for the rest of their lives. She begins her essay by introducing the concept that “literacy still
remains a serious national problem…[and] I have observed a number of employee writing
problems that are traceable to writing strategies learned in freshman composition” (9). Tebeaux
points out an important underlying problem in employee workplace writing, a problem that is
key to the basis of this thesis and that may dispel lingering doubts in writing instructors’ minds
regarding teaching visual literacy and document design in first-year composition: she finds that
87% of the 250 participants in her professional writing seminars had no technical or business
writing courses at all in college. In other words, for 87% of the people in Tebeaux’s seminars,
first-year composition was the only writing course they took in college (depending, of course, on
the writing requirements of the specific colleges). Only 37% of the participants in her
professional writing classes had a technical writing class at the university level (9). This
underscores the importance for teaching elements of document design in first-year composition.
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Clearly, these figures are skewed because people who take business and technical writing classes
in college, and do well in them, may not attend Tebeaux’s professional writing seminars.
However, her findings show that most employers are still not satisfied with their new employees’
writing. Tebeaux observes that when composition instructors teach students only the expository,
exploratory, or argumentative essay, students’ writing ability does not match what they are
expected to produce in the workplace. Tebeaux also finds that many graduates have not taken
writing courses beyond first-year composition during their four years of college; this may cause
many of the problems graduates face when they write on the job. Specifically, Tebeaux states
that graduates exhibit the following shortcomings in writing after they graduate:
•

A lack of clearly revealed organization

•

A lack of deductive presentation strategy that give the reader the main information first

•

A lack of visual presentation techniques for revealing organization and content

•

A lack of analysis of the readers’ needs concerning the topic being discussed (9-16).

From the graduates’ perspective, Tebeaux finds that many of the people in her professional
writing seminars are frustrated by the lack of preparation they received at the college level for
the writing they perform after they graduate. She observes responses such as “this is the way we
were taught in college; this is the only way I have ever written anything; [and] I don’t know any
other way to write” (12). Additionally, she contends that new employees do not know how to
answer the following questions in their writing to help readers understand their documents and to
help readers to know what to do with the information contained within these documents:
•

What is this?

•

Why am I getting this?

•

What am I supposed to do now?

Tebeaux concludes by outlining strategies to correct these shortcomings through a focus on
visual literacy, document design, and, in fact, “reorienting freshman composition.” Specifically,
she suggests the following goals to reorient first-year composition:
•

Teaching visual design strategies: students need to be introduced, even in first-year
composition, to basic concepts in producing visually accessible, visually pleasing
documents
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•

Teaching deductive writing: students need to be taught reader-based prose, and they need
to know that placing a conclusion after the introduction is acceptable; they also need to
be taught to use clearly worded informative headings in research papers

•

Deemphasizing the expository essay: students need to know that the expository essay is
not the only, or the most important, form of writing

•

Introducing non-academic writing: students need to write well in college, but they also
must write well after they graduate; therefore, they need to know the difference between
academic writing and professional writing, and they need to be taught both

•

Developing competencies valuable outside academic writing: students need to understand
how to anticipate different audiences, how to develop a different tone, voice, organization
and visual presentation depending on the goals of the document. (17)

I outline specific strategies to achieve these goals in Chapters 4 and 5.

In her article, “Writing in Academe; Writing at Work: Using Visual Rhetoric to Bridge
the Gap,” Tebeaux reiterates that employers have a serious problem understanding their
employees’ writing the first time they read a document. Tebeaux suggests that students can
increase the clarity of their writing by using even basic document design skills in a simple
memo. In addition, she asserts that instructors can and should integrate these lessons in basic
composition courses. She cites the need for students to write in a deductive, “reader-based”
manner, summarizing ideas in essay introductions, and the need to teach first-year composition
as an introduction to all forms of writing. Since many students will face the need for
professional writing after they graduate, instructors should teach the basic elements of business
and technical writing in introductory writing classes. Tebeaux states that establishing hierarchies
of information found in professional communication makes texts easier to read and understand
(221). She states that by using numbered and bulleted instructions, and concise sentences,
students can reduce “large blocks of difficult to read prose,” and thereby improving the
readability of their writing (221). Specifically, Tebeaux cites the work accomplished by Huckin,
Faigley and Witte, and Felker from the Document Design Center by listing the following steps in
creating understandable writing through teaching the memo:
1. Use headings and segments to activate schemes and to establish and reveal hierarchies
2. Create levels in hierarchies so that important information is placed first
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3. Place topics of hierarchies in the subordinate position of supporting, leadoff sentences to
aid readers in processing content under the heading. (225)
She stresses that employers must be able to understand employee writing the first time they read
a document because time is always short on the job. Therefore, she emphasizes not only the
importance of a clear information hierarchy using headings, supporting information, and lists,
but also the importance of using clear, short sentences.

Lastly, Tebeaux urges readers to consider the common goals of composition instruction
and instruction in technical writing: clear communication, and writing with a specific audience
and context in mind. She states that a slight shift in the teaching of first-year composition will
help students understand the following:
1. The function and techniques of writing in different discourse communities
2. The need to write for real readers in real contexts
3. The process by which meaning is generated by perceiving the relationship of self/writer,
purpose, and audience. (232)

Tebeaux also outlines the need for employees in the modern economy to explain the data
they produce on the job. In her article “Teaching Professional Communication in the
Information Age: Problems in Sustaining Relevance,” Tebeaux discusses how teaching
professional writing in college can help students overcome our information overload caused by
computer technology using vast databases, email, and the Internet. Tebeaux sees the solution to
our information overload problem, again, in presenting more elements of technical and business
writing in college courses: “Teaching of professional communication must reflect the realities of
the Information Age if our courses are to adequately prepare students for a work place that is
being radically transformed by communication technology” (44). She also states that “The
problem confronting employees is what to do with the growing quantity of formless
data...because information systems can generate data so easily, information is often not
effectively managed” (44). Therefore, she concludes that students must be able to take data and
present it as usable information in documents (44). For example, the use of service learning
projects in technical writing classes and composition courses is increasing. Students work with
university organizations or not-for-profit groups to help produce informational brochures,
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newsletters, slide presentations, and Web sites. Students work in groups to transform data they
receive from their service learning partners into informative documents, documents that
sometimes directly mirror the texts they will produce in the workplace. Clearly, service learning
projects should not replace instruction in the expository, exploratory, or argumentative essay.
However, they can become an important part of first-year composition.

Tebeaux sees the modern employee succeeding only if he or she can more effectively
bridge the gap between the products/applications (or information systems) and readers. She
quotes Orin Klapp, stating “We now live in an information society in which more workers
handle information than handle material goods and into which media are pouring a flood of
information about which people do not know quite what to think” (48). Tebeaux stresses the
importance of teaching students to move beyond writing essays that simply dump data onto the
reader. She argues that students and employees must present data in an understandable fashion,
but they also must interpret and explain data, transforming it into usable information. Tebeaux
posits that graduates who “think quickly and analytically…communicate clearly, effectively, and
comfortably with individuals from a wide variety of disciplines, cultures, and areas of
organizational responsibility” will succeed (49). This leads us to one of Tebeaux’s final but most
important points: the increasing globalization of businesses and the ways in which graphics and
effective document design can help bridge the gaps between product and user, and between
societies. Obviously, a graduate’s ability to develop documents that work in an international
setting, whether academic or business, is crucial in today’s cosmopolitan society.

3.4 Paul Anderson
In articles such as “What Survey Research Tells Us About Writing at Work,” by Paul
Anderson, and “Bridging the Gap: Scenic Motives for Collaborative Writing in Workplace and
School,” by James Reither, and even in books such as Writing in the Workplace edited by Rachel
Spilka, composition and professional writing scholars show us why teaching visual rhetoric and
document design is important to college students. Paul Anderson builds much of the
groundwork for these positions in his article “What Survey Research Tells Us About Writing at
Work.” Anderson underscores the overwhelming need for effective writing in the workplace.
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For brevity’s sake, I will summarize his major conclusions and touch on the most important data
pertinent to this thesis. Anderson outlines three main goals for his research:
1. To illustrate the way all the variables in survey design work together…showing how
those variables affect the meaning of results obtained from the survey
2. To review the entire corpus of published surveys of writing in the workplace
3. To discuss implications of these survey results for teachers of business, technical, and
other career-related writing courses.

Overall, Anderson finds that “professionals are called on to be versatile communicators
who can use a variety of forms to address a variety of readers who may or may not have asked
the graduates to write” (25). In general, he also finds that graduates do best on the job when they
write well, that graduates regularly create documents for a diverse audience, that graduates spend
a good deal of their working time writing (25%), and that writing time increases as employees
become more educated and move up the workplace ladder (25-30). Anderson follows this data
with detailed explanations of each survey area. One of his most important conclusions is that
“Writing is one of the most important job-related skills for most college graduates” (40).
Seventy four (74%) of his respondents indicated that writing was, in fact, at least very important.
Thirty (30%) indicated that writing was critically important. Anderson further states, “When the
American Society for Engineering Education asked 4,057 engineers to identify subjects needed
for professional careers in industry, more respondents named technical writing than named any
other subject excepts management practices (reported in Middendorf, 1980)” (40). Anderson
also highlights the importance of writing skills in job promotion, asserting, “Writing ability
appears to affect a worker’s prospects for advancement…the ability to write is usually an
“important” or “critical” consideration when someone is being evaluated for advancement
(reported in Davis, 1977)” (40). Finally, Anderson states “63% of the upper-level managers said
written communication was ‘extremely’ important as a management tool” (44). As we can see,
writing plays a large role in the everyday life of college graduates on the job.

If we were to completely discount the information I provide in the first two chapters of
this thesis regarding the importance of visual thinking and the advent of visual language, we
would have to at least consider Anderson’s findings vital to our decision on whether or not to
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teach more professional writing skills to college students. Professional writing integrates many
aspects of visual literacy, visual rhetoric, and document design, so it makes sense to use
professional writing to introduce students to the importance of design when composing texts.

From Anderson’s findings, it is clear that graduates from every field spend a good deal of
their work week writing, and that the visually enhanced documents they produce play a large role
in their advancement and their company’s success. Indeed, Anderson also found that “181
people who earned associate degrees from Cincinnati Technical College in 1984, 79% of
respondents use graphics and visual aides, such as drawings, schematics, and tables in their jobs”
(54). Anderson’s data is even more important for large state universities, specifically Research 1
universities, because so many of their graduates plan to move into fields where professional
writing is vital to their success. In summary, Anderson underscores the importance of teaching
professional writing in college classes because his research shows that writing is one of the most
important skills “for people with college degrees in business, science, technology, and service
fields” (47). Moreover, he finds that most employers and new employees discover that the
writing skills required of new graduates are not satisfactory. To solve this shortcoming,
employees suggest teaching a variety of composition approaches in college (71). Anderson
concludes by speculating on the implications of teaching professional writing in college.

Anderson feels that more technical writing should be included in curricula, but also that
professional writing (letters, memos, persuasive writing) should be included in existing college
classes. In his research, Anderson finds that workers often have a problem identifying the three
most important considerations for a piece of writing: 1) audience; 2) purpose; 3) context (how,
when, and why will readers use the document). He feels that students will only master these
skills for the workplace through the introduction of more professional writing in college (133).
However, Anderson also stresses that teachers of writing must obtain the skills necessary to
teach business and technical writing (75).

In his article, Anderson lays the foundation of the argument for teaching more
professional writing at the college level. However, the question still remains, is first-year
composition the arena in which we should do this? Anderson answers this question by stating
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Composition teachers…can have students write or revise a reference document.
They can have students work on documents long enough to need informative
headings, context-setting paragraphs, and other features that make information
accessible…teach students generalizable skills rather than ways to write within a
prescribed format...provide realistic assignments…send students out of
classrooms to find documents that people need to have written or revised. (150151)

Further, Anderson asserts that composition instructors should teach students to create coherent
paragraphs by linking sentences more effectively (151). Finally, Anderson stresses the
importance of using service learning assignments in composition courses to help students
connect their writing efforts with the needs of the community. He states that, in our society,
students can obtain their most valuable skills from composition classes, and that an
understanding of the process of writing and basic guidelines that can be adapted to any writing
task is necessary for our students to succeed once they graduate (151).

3.5 James Reither
In “Bridging the Gap: Scenic Motives for Collaborative Writing in Workplace and
School,” James Reither reaffirms Anderson’s conclusions that students need to complete more
assignments that mirror the work they will do once they graduate. In addition, while Reither
does not specifically address visual literacy, he does maintain that preparing students to write in
the workplace involves teaching more collaborative learning as an essential element in preparing
students for the workplace. This is important because collaborating on how a document reads
and looks may improve the document’s accessibility for a varied audience. Reither shows that
“85% of professionals…write collaboratively at least some of the time “ (195). Therefore, he
concludes, “If team writing is common practice in certain kinds of workplaces, the teachers
should give students team writing and revising assignments” (195). Additionally, he states, “In
our teaching, we have foregrounded workplace practices, while giving only secondary attention
to workplace conditions that enable and motivate those practices” (195). Reither’s solution to
isolated student writing and academic-focused classroom conditions (taken as a whole),
however, may not be realistic or practical for many composition instructors. Reither says “If
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teaching writing as social, collaborative process is to have any reasonable chance of succeeding,
teachers must radically redesign their courses…[so that] collaborative writing and revising are
appropriate, efficient, even natural or necessary ways to do the work that needs doing” (196197). He goes on to state that “Not often do students write with and for one another to use one
another’s written knowledge to further their own and the community’s projects” (202-203).
Reither lists the following solutions to bring about this change:
1. Engage students in ongoing learning projects that require them to ask the kinds of
questions that drive research, gather information and ideas that answer those questions,
and consolidate and share findingscreating written knowledgeby writing for others’
use (this was key in constructing the formal report assignmentsee Chapter 6)
2. Redefine the teacher’s role in the classroom by presenting knowledge so students can
learn how to perform these tasks themselves (this drove my decision to show my students
how to conduct a professional slide presentation)
3. Asking students to undertake real research projects lets students know that teachers act
not as fountains of knowledge but as managers of students’ efforts to make knowledge.
(204-205) (By having students create a formal report based on the research they did for
their Inquiry Projects, it allowed them to work with information they collected to further
their own knowledgea natural extension of this process was to share this knowledge
with others, their writing partners, the class, and then the instructor.)
Reither concludes by stating that students should work through and complete assignmentswith
real researchthat contribute to the community and to the creation of a shared knowledge to
give them real work experience: “They [students] need to experience the pressures of
communicating specific language, rhetoric, methods, conventions, genres. Until classrooms
embody these kinds of scenic motives, we will find it difficult, indeed, to bridge the gap between
workplace and classroom” (206). When students collaborate to write and design documents,
they produce work that by its very nature presents multiple ideas. These diverse ideas in writing
and design move students out of author-centered texts and into reader-centered texts, because
what we see on the page represents an assembly of compromises.
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3.6 Rachel Spilka
In the opening sections to Writing in the Workplace, Rachel Spilka also embraces the
need for more professional writing instruction in college classes. However, she points out that
we may have overlooked one of the most important aspects of introducing students to
professional communication in college: writing to promote action. Specifically, Spilka states
“Notions about the function of writing broadened considerably…this was reflected in a change
from viewing the major function of writing ‘to inform people about events and ideas’ to the more
dialogic sense of ‘reaction to ideas in hope of producing more research’” (49). From her
research, she finds that new graduates are writing documents that must “promote action…and
inform” rather than “display mastery of knowledge” (51). This is a striking difference between
the documents students produced in college, where the main objective of essays is often to show
instructors an understanding of a given topic. Spilka’s findings also support Anderson’s
assertions that service learning assignments help students develop the reader-centered prose
needed in the workplace to turn data into usable information to promote effective problem
solving. Moreover, as we have seen from the research completed by Horn, McKim, Bernhardt,
and Tebeaux, an effective strategy in creating clear, concise, action-promoting documents is
through the integration of text and visuals, and by the use of good document design.

3.7 James Berlin
James Berlin, in “English Studies, Work and Politics,” also asserts the importance of
exposing future workers to elements of professional writing to ensure their success once they
graduate. Berlin, consistently interested in the success of the worker, recognizes the
shortcomings in composition classes that do not address the needs of the labor force outside the
classroom. In Composition in the 20th Century, Berlin levels his scholarly weight behind the
integration of professional writing in composition classes:

I do not think that we in the academy can just ignore the advice of employers.
We must …provide a college education that enables workers to be excellent
communicators, quick and flexible learners, and cooperative collaborators. The
increase in undergraduate writing classes as wells as graduate programs in
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rhetoric and composition has been encouraged by college administrators who are
responding to the appeals of graduates and employers, and professional schools.
(222)

As Tebeaux and Anderson have shown, the advice of employers to writing instructors is to
increase students’ exposure to lessons and documents that integrate text and visuals. Berlin
continues:

Changes in teaching English promote the quick and flexible learning required in
the postmodern workplace as students respond to the diverse reading and writing
activities …in short, English courses are indeed moving in the direction of
preparing students for work in the postmodern economy. (222)

It seems unwise to dismiss the opinions of so many technical writing and composition scholars
when so much of their research points to the need for graduates to write well on the job; and as
we have seen, writing well in today’s workplace depends on the integration of texts and visuals.

3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have reviewed the reasons why leading technical communication and
composition and rhetoric scholars stress the need for more visual literacy, document design, and
professional writing in college courses in general, and composition classes specifically. Some of
these scholars prefer different approaches and varying levels of teaching professional writing,
visual rhetoric, and document design in the classroom. However, I believe we can at least use
their appeals for more professional writing instruction in college courses to justify increasing
visual literacy and document design in first-year composition. These appeals seem imperative
since research shows that in many cases, first-year composition may be the only writing class
students will take during their four-year college experience. To sum up, then, these scholars
believe that teaching aspects of visual literacy, document design, and professional writing helps
students do the following:
•

Learn more effectively

•

Solve problems
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•

Think about information they are trying to convey

•

Present information in clear, concise blocks of easily accessible data

•

Move from the classroom to the workplace where they will more successfully write to
advance a community of knowledge and where they will write to promote action.
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CHAPTER 4
Teaching Visual Literacy and Document Design
4.1 Problems Teaching Visual Literacy and Document Design in First-Year Composition
Despite the need for, and benefits of, teaching elements of visual literacy, document
design, and professional writing in composition classes, there exists serious resistance to these
ideas. Some of the key questions reluctant first-year writing instructors ask are as follows:
•

Why should composition instructors teach visual literacy and document design in firstyear composition when we have too much to teach in those classes now?

•

Why should composition instructors teach document design in first-year composition
when the course is designed to teach the academic essay? (Other courses should teach
professional writing.)

•

Why should we teach visual literacy and document design in first-year composition when
so many composition instructors know little or nothing about these theories?

The scholars I discuss in this chapter detail these concerns and offer some insight as to how we
can tackle these obstacles.

4.1.1 Michael Hassett and Rachel Lott
In the essay, “Seeing Student Texts,” Michael Hassett and Rachel Lott argue that our
profession has not adequately engaged Bernhardt’s, Kostelnick’s, and Tebeaux’s suggestions
regarding the necessity and advantages of teaching visual literacy/rhetoric and document design
in our composition classes. They point to some important reasons why composition instructors
are reluctant to use visual literacy and document design in their classes and claim that there exist
three major areas of resistance to teaching document design in composition classes:
1. Composition instructors are already overloaded with our current curricula
2. Composition courses teach the traditional essay
3. Composition instructors do not know how to teach document design. (39)
To give a personal voice to the reluctance surrounding teaching visual literacy and document
design in first-year composition, I would like to touch on some of the reservations expressed by
some professors at Virginia Tech. They echo what Hassett and Lott report in their article.
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4.1.2 Paul Heilker
Dr. Paul Heilker, Director of the First-year Writing Program at Virginia Tech, mirrors
many of the objections listed in “Seeing Student Texts.” When I interviewed him for this
project, he stated that our first-year writing program is bound by the Virginia Tech University
Core Curriculum goals for Area I: Writing and Discourse, which includes teaching students
writing process, critical and analytical thinking, the elements of argument, organization and
structure of prose, grammar, critical reading skills, and speaking and listening skills (Heilker).
With these areas of study to cover in first-year writing, teaching visual literacy, visual rhetoric,
professional writing, and document design is “just too much to do in first-year composition”
(Heilker). He voiced concern regarding the addition of lessons to cover visual literacy, because
“the first-year writing experience established by the university doesn’t really allow for document
design...when the academic essay moves to more electronic or visual formats, the first-year
composition might change...if the core writing requirements shift, then first-year composition
will shift to match the change” (Heilker). In addition to these concerns, Dr. Heilker pointed out
that adding more books to the first-year composition class would be cost-prohibitive for the
students. Finally, he asserted that most first-year composition instructors do not know much
about document design and that “even with faculty development, many instructors would just not
feel comfortable teaching visual literacy in a writing class” (Heilker). As the Director of Firstyear Writing at Virginia’s largest four-year university, Dr. Heilker’s concerns regarding this
topic cannot be underestimated. This discussion is particularly important because Virginia Tech
focuses on engineering, agriculture, architecture, and the sciences. Integrating visual literacy and
document design in first-year writing is a challenging taska task Dr. Heilker maintains should
not be tackled in first-year composition. In addition, Dr. Heilker stated that many of the firstyear composition instructors are GTAs who teach their own classes rather than merely assisting
professors. He reminded me that introducing new theories of writing pedagogy to GTAs not
familiar with visual literacy, visual rhetoric, professional writing, and document design could be
disastrous.
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4.1.3 David Radcliffe
Dr. David Radcliffe, Director of the English Graduate Program at Virginia Tech, repeated
many of Dr. Heilker’s concerns. Dr. Radcliffe voiced concern for adding visual literacy and
document design to the first-year writing program because, as he put it, “[GTAs] have too much
to do now” (Radcliffe). In addition, he was reticent about the program shifting “from a liberal
arts program to a training program,” but he saw this shift at the university level already, so “it
may be of some use” (Radcliffe). Dr. Radcliffe, having a background in architecture, and having
read Rudolf Arnheim’s Visual Thinking, recognized the important of visual literacy and design in
every discipline. He felt that if instructors were comfortable teaching visual literacy and could
integrate document design effectively, it would help students at Virginia Tech because “they
want something useful to use after they graduate” (Radcliffe). Dr. Radcliffe pointed out that as
long as people were trained to teach document design “it would be good,” though he stated that
requiring such training could be “the straw that breaks the back of many overworked instructors
and GTAs” (Radcliffe). He felt that since the program does not use “real” literature to teach
first-year composition anyway, “this sort of professional writing experience would not
necessarily run contrary to the goals of the university writing requirements, as I understand
them” (Radcliffe).

4.1.4 Eva Brumberger
Dr. Brumberger was able to further explain why many composition scholars are not
embracing the theories developed by Arnheim, McKim, Horn, Berhnardt, Kostelnick, and
Tebeaux. She suggested that many people in English departments do not consider visual literacy
serious scholarship, and that perhaps in part because of this, the large amount of research in the
discipline is not being considered in writing pedagogy (Brumberger). I began my interview with
Dr. Brumberger by asking why she thought more writing instructors have not integrated aspects
of visual rhetoric and document design. She said that “Many people who are trained to think
verbally would not consider Arnheim’s visual theories applicable to verbal or text-oriented
pedagogy...[moreover] they probably aren’t familiar with his work” (Brumberger). She
explained that the reluctance to use visual literacy exists on many levels; these levels include the
arguments against teaching document design mentioned by Hassett and Lott, as well as Dr.
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Heilker and Dr. Radcliffe, but also include a basic philosophical differencethe difference
between people trained to think and communicate in words and people trained to combine words
and images to convey meaning (Brumberger).

Clearly, many of the reservations highlighted by Hassett and Lott prove valid and
realistic arguments when we speak with the folks in the trenches, as it were. The debate within
the Department of English at Virginia Tech cannot be unique to this university, given the rise in
the visual nature of our culture, the rise in graphic communication in workplace writing, and the
technically oriented student body at many Research 1 universities. To address these arguments
against teaching visual literacy and document design in first-year composition, the next section
will review the responses some scholars provide.

4.2 Solutions for Teaching Visual Literacy and Document Design in First-Year
Composition
Given the well-founded concerns expressed by composition scholars and program
coordinators to teaching visual literacy and document design in first-year composition, we must
investigate the solutions proposed by Hassett and Lott, as well as other scholars who believe we
can and should teach visual literacy and document design in writing courses.

4.2.1 Michael Hassett and Rachel Lott
Hassett and Lott, in “Seeing Student Texts,” address the arguments against teaching
visual literacy and document design in first-year composition one by one. They begin their
argument by stating that teachers of writing have moved off course by not teaching elements of
professional writing in their classes. Hassett and Lott state that instructors’ efforts to promote
audience consideration in student writing are undermined by the lack of effective document
design in college essays. They maintain that it is unrealistic to expect first-year writers to create
documents that “We would not expect our students to pick up, rely on for research, or read for
personal information” (30). They assert “If our students are to write in ways that will allow their
writing to compete in a visual, text-crowded world, we ought to help them develop skills for
visual design that will make them competitive” (30). Hassett and Lott claim that the result of
this reluctance is that we now risk falling by the pedagogical wayside, as students exist more and
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more in a visual worlda world where words and images merge and work together to convey
meaning. Further, Hassett and Lott state that the increased research and scholarship on visual
literacy is evidence of its growing importance in writing pedagogy, and it shows the need to
apply what we have learned through careful studythat we need to teach document design in
our writing classes (33). Beyond the increased interest in visual literacy in academia, they state
that the traditional college essay is fundamentally limited in conveying meaning in that
“traditionally, a document’s visual structure has been transparent:…it permits itself no color, no
allegorical typographical manipulations…no visual arrangements that might allow the eye to
help the mind. Only linear, unvarying, black and white print” (33). In response to this
shortcoming, they ask “Shouldn’t we be after a generalized ability to manipulate symbolic
reality?” (36). And, they offer a solution by asserting

In our society, this symbolic reality depends on precisely the rich signal of mixed
word…and image we have been considering in these essays…mixing word and
image…need not be considered separate from or antithetical to the traditional
issues of composition courses. Teaching document design can be connected to
composition’s interest in audience, in rhetoric, and in a host of other issues
composition instructors believe should be taught. (36)

Hassett and Lott contend that document design can indeed augment important skills that we
already teach in composition classes:

Two important connections between document design and composition can be
found in the concept of audience and in the elements of traditional rhetoric…the
first principle of document design is that the visual shape of a document ought to
be derived from the needs of its intended readers. This is very much in keeping
with most contemporary approaches to composition in which issues of audience
are paramount. (36)
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They underscore the importance of using, as Kostelnick and Roberts say, the “six traditional
elements of verbal/textual rhetoric,” or “cognates” found in document design. These cognates
are as follows:
•

Arrangement: looking at what information is placed where in the organizational structure
of a document. The rhetorical effects of visual placement of data in a document

•

Emphasis: enlarging or reducing type or pictures, headings, and titles

•

Clarity: using readable font, charts or tables

•

Conciseness: reducing the number of pages in documents and using simple illustrations

•

Tone: managing overall appearance of the document

•

Ethos: visually highlighting two opposing viewpoints in an argument. (38)

Hassett and Lott claim that the cognates help students create visually enhanced texts and promote
an understanding of rhetoric (36). From these approaches, then, it is clear how document design
and rhetoric actually overlap, and how teaching document design most certainly addresses
elements of argument and instills rhetorical skills in students’ writing lessons.

Hassett and Lott offer some viable solutions to the arguments against teaching document
design in first-year composition by focusing on how teachers of writing can do the following:
•

Integrate elements of visual literacy in our classes

•

Satisfy our rhetorical and writing goals

•

Educate ourselves so that we feel more comfortable using documents design in our
writing courses.

Specifically, they state

In response to the argument that we have enough to do already and that document
design would push other topics out of the course, we...argue that document design
should be integrated into the things we already teach. By integrating document
design instruction into the current content of our courses...we can keep all of our
current content and still add to it (see Chapter 6 where I follow Hassett and Lott’s
advice to integrate visual literacy and document design in my second semester
first-year composition course). The document design does not need to be
elaborate to introduce these concepts. (39)
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They list the following proposals for integrating document design into already existing courses:
•

Adding document design as an evaluation criteria for all assignments

•

Making document design an in-class activity for one or two class meetings in computer
labs where instructors could use word processing programs to teach document design

•

Creating assignments that call for the use of visual cues to more realistically reflect the
work students do in other college classes and that more effectively prepare them for
workplace writing. (These solutions played a huge part in constructing the assignments
in my first-year composition coursesee Chapter 6). (39)

Hassett and Lott address the second argument by stating that since the essays students are
expected to produce in college are changing from traditional to more visually enhanced essays,
that composition instructors should teach students how to read and create these documents (40).
Finally, they respond to the third argument of composition teachers not knowing how to teach
and evaluate document design by stating that this is indeed “probably true…because most of us
were trained in composition programs that assumed the traditional essay, we received no more
training in document design than our students generally do” (40-41). However, as a solution,
they suggest, “We have more material available nowhandbooks include instruction on
document design, researchers are providing more information about document design, and
conference presenters are showing how document design can be used” (41). They also
recommend reading scholars in the area such as Bernhardt and Kostelnick. They assert that

As with any of the developments that have taken place in composition theory and
pedagogy, document design can be learned and taught by composition teachers
[to]...help our students understand the rhetorical nature of the design of the
documents they create...and give them a sense of the kinds of rhetorical issues
they might face in designing other kinds of documents outside of [composition]
classes. (41)

Integrating elements of document design outlined by material already available to instructors
also offsets textbook costs for students. Later in the essay, Hassett and Lott offer specific
examples of how we can integrate document design in our composition classes. They state that
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Integrating document design into all stages of the writing process reflects an
awareness of the effects of audience and genre that have become commonplace in
most contemporary composition instruction. As part of this awareness should
come a sense of the shape of specific documents. We teach our students…that
when they write a letter to the editor, they are writing to a particular
audience…we can easily incorporate rhetorical strategies into this audience- and
genre-based approach. (43)

They offer the following suggestions to integrate this instruction:
•

Discuss how to “handle the short lines and paragraphs of a letter to the editor”

•

Discuss “what visual elements…an article in a specialized journal allows that a letter to
the editor does not”

•

Teach “arrangement (or organization) include elements of visual design…teach students
how headings and transitions might work together…to help readers follow the flow of a
document”

•

“Teach…how putting a series of statements into a list with bullets…increases the
emphasis on and impact of that list for the reader”

•

“Evaluate document design as rigorously as we do textual content”

•

Add “cultural studies” to “examine how various visual designs participate in or
undermine social norms for text and documents” (as I did in my composition course, see
Chapter 6)

•

“Integrate document design with ‘expressivist’ approaches to composition, examining the
role of document design in creating an author’s voice” (44).

Hassett and Lott discuss four additional elements in their essay. Based on a model
developed by Kostelnick and Roberts, Hassett and Lott offer a simple way to approach and teach
document design for instructors considering these theories. They break up document design into
four levels: intra-textual, inter-textual, extra-textual, and supra-textual. Organizing document
design in this fashion allows us to select which elements we can integrate into our existing
courses. They explain the levels as follows:
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•

Intra-textual encompasses typeface, size, color, use of punctuation symbols, italics,
boldface, or underlining (41-42).

•

Inter-textual includes the use of headings and titles, bullets, paragraph indentions, tables
or columns of text (42-43).

•

Extra-textual incorporates the use of illustrations, numerical charts and graphs, or
photographs (43).

•

Super-textual encompasses elements that mark a document cohere as a single document
including a cover, a table of content, page numbers, etc. (43).

These methods are relatively easily and cheaply integrated into coursework, again,
circumventing the need for extra textbooks.

It is clear that Hassett and Lott have compiled convincing data to support their position
on the need to teach visual literacy and document design in composition courses. However, they
also give a voice to the reluctance to teach these skills in our classes. Nevertheless, they offer
realistic and applicable solutions to the opposing arguments, as cited above, by presenting
specific areas upon which we can focus to help students understand the rhetorical nature of
visuals and how to harness visual rhetoric to create texts that present information effectively. Dr.
Jim Dubinsky helped me understand why many instructors of writing do not understand the
pedagogical potential of teaching the rhetorical nature of visuals and document design.

4.2.2 Jim Dubinsky
As Director of the Professional Writing Program at Virginia Tech, and as a teacher of
advanced composition, Dr. Dubinsky’s opinion on teaching visual literacy and document design
in first-year composition was an important element in my understanding of the problems facing
instructors using the theories I have presented in this project. When I spoke with Dr. Dubinsky,
he maintained that there is less a resistance to teaching document design in first-year
composition and more of a reluctance due to a lack of understanding on the issue (Dubinsky).
He pointed out that “a lack of education of the field and its value is the problem since most
composition teachers, adjunct, and instructors teach a four-four load” (Dubinsky). He also said
that GTAs are already busy with their own courses (Dubinsky). Dr. Dubinsky claimed, however,
that “even minimal integration of document design would help…teaching the letter, how it looks
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on the page, how it’s received…before people even read it, they judge genre conventions. If it
doesn’t match genre expectations, the reader will ask, why isn’t this happening?” (Dubinsky).
Further, he stated that teaching students how to use “headings, bold text...using visual cues…if
integrated reasonably, wouldn’t affect teaching the expository essay” (Dubinsky). Dr. Dubinsky
asserted that we need to teach aspects of document design to help students fully develop the
skills they will need in the modern, technology-oriented university. He said we must also teach
the skills students will need after they graduate: “Teaching students how to write newsletters and
create Web pages teaches them to write for the community, not just for the instructor...we need
to help them to write and solve problems they will face...to take responsibility for positive
change in the community” (Dubinsky). Dr. Dubinsky advocated service learning projects in
writing classes to achieve these objectives. But, as he stated, “I certainly understand the
reluctance [to teach professional writing with service learning] because instructors just don’t
know how to satisfy our university writing requirements with document design...this is why we
need to raise the level of discussion within English departments” (Dubinsky).

4.3 Conclusion
The concerns expressed by Hassett and Lott, as well as by faculty at Virginia Tech, are
warranted and realistic, and they must be addressed. Concise, affordable, realistic solutions must
be incorporated into programs of writing, and they must be accessible to instructors if we are to
teach theories of visual literacy, visual rhetoric, and document design in first-year composition.
As a GTA at Virginia Tech, I was acutely aware of time restraints. However, after researching
this project, I was able to glean strategies that were, in fact, concise, affordable, and realistic. To
be fair, it is obvious that I was interested in teaching these theories, and that I had the real-world
experience to motivate me to commit the extra time it took to put the class together. But the
bottom line is that we can distill simple yet effective strategies from the theories I outline in this
project to create lessons that will help our students create efficient documents in college and in
the workplace.
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Chapter 5
Using Visual Literacy and Document Design to Teach Rhetoric
and Satisfy Core Writing Requirements
Before explaining how I used visual literacy, visual rhetoric, and document design, I
would like to expand on scholars’ techniques for using visual literacy, document design, and
professional writing to teach rhetoric and satisfy core writing requirements as well as prepare
students for the writing they will perform in non-academic settings.

Scholars such as Sonja Foss, in Rhetorical Movement (edited by David Zarefsky), David
Kaufer and Brian Butler, in Rhetoric and the Arts of Design, and Lee Odell and Dixie Goswami
in Writing in Non-Academic Settings, have a major impact on designing the actual lessons that
show students the rhetorical nature of design. By discussing Foss’, Kaufer’s and Butler’s
theories, we can better understand the assignments many leading composition instructors use to
integrate document design in their already busy courses. In addition, by looking at Foss, and
Kaufer and Butler, we can better understand how images possess rhetorical messages to justify
using visual literacy in a class not traditionally associated with this concept: the writing class.

5.1 Sonja Foss
In her essay, “The Construction of Appeal in Visual Images: A Hypothesis,” Sonja Foss
explains how “viewers come to see images as attractive and interestingto assign a positive
evaluation to them” (210-211). Further, she states “images presented through the media such as
advertising, television, MTV, films, signs, and building exterior and interior design constitute a
major part of our rhetorical environment” (210-211). She asserts “To study only verbal
discourse...is to study only a minute portion of the symbols that affect us daily. To understand
and influence culture, to teach students to respond critically to the symbols around them, and to
discover how to create effective messages, an understanding of the process by which visual
images appeal is needed” (211). She concludes that rhetoric is actually all around us, in the
furniture and machines we use and in the structures we build. She contends, that as teachers of
rhetoric, we would be remiss if we did not teach our students to “read” these texts just as they
read the written word:
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Rhetoric scholars use visual imagery as data to investigate questions related to the
nature and function of rhetoric. In such studies, visual images constitute artifacts
to use in illustrations, explaining or inventing rhetorical constructs developed
from the study of discursive rhetoric. Visual images, in this approach, are
assumed to have essentially the same characteristics as discursive symbols. (212)

Foss maintains that the power of graphics rests in the “elements of visual images
[being]...presented simultaneously, in contrast to the linear, successive order or words” (212). In
this sense, we the viewers feel more in control because we are not forced to create meaning by
moving from one word to the next, from left to right. Images empower us as readers because we
can develop meaning on our own, at our own pace, piecing bits of the graphic together to come
to our understanding of the messages sent through the picture.

These theories clearly influence composition scholars such as Andrea Lunsford, John
Ruszkiewicz, and Keith Walters in producing widely used first-year writing texts such as
Everything’s an Argument, published by Bedford/St. Martin’s in its second edition in 2001 (I
discuss this text further in Chapter 6). Similarly, the concepts discussed by David Kaufer and
Brian Butler in Rhetoric and the Arts of Design influence composition scholars invested in
teaching visual literacy in writing classes.

5.2 David Kaufer and Brian Butler
In Rhetoric and the Arts of Design, Kaufer and Butler assemble a wide variety of work
that speaks to the rhetorical nature of visuals and design. In their introduction, they emphasize
the importance of understanding how influentialand how rhetoricalvisuals and design can
be, and how the growing use of visuals and design in our culture underscores the shift in
composition theory from the cognitive to the Aristotelian, and thus the more visual. Kaufer and
Butler maintain that cognitive composition dominated the late 1980s and that “social context
played no role in the theory of writing” (xiv). They admit that this was a limited approach and
that more “public rhetorics of the Aristotelian tradition” are needed to develop effective
arguments (xiv). Most importantly, Kaufer and Butler feel that traditional and modern scholars
have not fully explored the socially formed products of shared knowledge within the discipline
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of rhetoric. They feel rhetoric should move in a more analytical direction, “to look more like an
organized body of analytical knowledge” (xvi). Kaufer and Butler believer that part of this
process includes reshaping our concepts of rhetoric to incorporate much of what Arnheim
discusses in Visual Thinking:

We determine that not only modern theories of written composition but also
modern formulations of classical rhetoric could benefit from an account of
rhetoric as a type of productive knowledge. We suggest that neither the ancients
nor moderns fully envisioned rhetoric in the family of arts we associated with
modern design: architecture, engineering, graphics. We show...the advantage of
doing so far into granting classical theories of rhetoric and modern theories of
written argument. (xvi).

In the opening sections of Rhetorical Movement, Kaufer and Butler point out that rhetoric
and design are intrinsically related, and that we have lost sight of rhetoric’s productive and civic
nature. First, they state that

Rhetorical knowledge, whether practiced in civic communities or by schooled
professors, is a type of design knowledge...all professions and disciplines are also
publics, and by following a theory of rhetoric as design within a general public,
we can begin to track how public rhetoric is transformed or elided when taken
into a professional or disciplinary context. (7)

Second, they claim when we do not connect rhetoric with design, our modern understanding of
rhetoric is limited to modes of thought not in step with the original Greek and Roman concepts
of rhetoric. To support this position, they site Richard Buchanan 8(1995 p 44): “Rhetoric is still
perceived by many people in its Renaissance orientation toward poetry, belles letters, and beaux
arts, rather than it twentieth century orientation toward technology as the new science of art,
where theory is integrated with practice for productive purposes” (9). This is an important
8

Buchanan, R. “Rhetoric, Humanism, and Design.” Discovering Design: Exploration in Design Studies. Eds. R.
Buchanan, V. Margolin. Chicago. U of Chicago Press, 1995.
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concept for this project, because in classes such as first-year composition, we tend to teach
students to write for themselves, or an instructor, which counters the original public, civic,
communal, and productive purposes of rhetoric. Generally, we do not teach students how to add
their voice to the community of analytic knowledge, or to solve problems with their writing. By
teaching visual literacy and document design, we can show students how to produce knowledge
and solve problems within their communities.

Kaufer and Butler continue by asserting that we must shift our view of rhetoric and
composition from this Renaissance approach:

The liberal arts have historically spoken to matters conducive to leisure and
random curiosity more than to tactile doing and the making of artifacts under
deadlines...in contrast, beginning with ancient Greece and Rome, the art of
rhetoric has been timely and interested, involved in civic, organizational, and
commercial life. The study of rhetoric was and remains invested in helping
buyers, legislators, and now a host of other symbol-using professions perform
their everyday jobs. (21)

This is important because Kaufer and Butler maintain, essentially, that we have been off-track
teaching composition skills that do not connect students with their community and that do not
consider audiences and the practical applications of their written work. By teaching visual
literacy in our first-year composition classes, we reconnect students with the visual culture in
which they live and work. By teaching document design in our classes, we teach students how to
take an active role in their future and their community’s future because we teach them how to
create documents that persuade readers through a combination of text and visuals.

5.3 Lee Odell and Dixie Goswami
In the introduction to Writing in Non-Academic Settings, Odell and Goswami stress the
importance of teaching elements of professional writing in college composition classes. They
recognize the move in composition and rhetoric scholarship toward teaching more workplace
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writing in the classroom and how these workplace assignments reinforce lessons in classical
rhetoric:

Writing in the workplace can be important both pedagogically and theoretically.
Some job-related writing tasks entail rhetorical problems that concern writers at
many levels; by including some of these problems in the courses they teach,
composition teachers can help students prepare for their careers while also
conveying basic rhetorical principles. (Introduction)

With so many important composition and technical writing scholars showing how document
design and workplace writing can teach rhetoric and satisfy core writing requirements, I believe
it is unwise to not include visual literacy in first-year composition.

5.4 Summary
To sum up and connect the previous three sections, Foss asserts that studying “only
verbal discourse...is to study only a minute portion of the symbols that affect us daily. To
understand and influence culture, to teach students to respond critically to the symbols around
them, and to discover how to create effective messages, an understanding of the process by
which visual images appeal is needed” (211). In addition, she underscores the rhetorical power
of the image by pointing out that “Visual images constitute artifacts to use in illustrations,
explaining or inventing rhetorical constructs developed from the study of discursive rhetoric.
Visual images, in this approach, are assumed to have essentially the same characteristics as
discursive symbols” (212). Finally, Kaufer and Butler insist that we must shift our contemporary
definition of and approach to rhetoric to reflect more of its Greek and Roman origin in that
writing should be an active part of contributing and influencing the community of analytic
knowledge. They assert that we must incorporate elements of professional writing in
composition and writing classes because we must write to bring about action.

Now that I have reviewed some of the underlying theories that influence contemporary
composition scholars who use visual literacy and document design in their classes, I can move on
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to the specifics of how they make document design and rhetoric and compositions a reality in the
classroom.

5.5 Ann Blakeslee
One primary method contemporary composition scholars use to integrate visual literacy,
visual rhetoric, and document design in the classroom is by designing assignments that connect
the classroom with the workplace or the community. In general, even getting students to
consider a plural audience, primary and secondary readers of a memo for instance, can be
effective. In addition, developing brochures for campus activities and groups and not-for-profit
organizations, (or even creating Web sites) is especially successful in teaching students the
rhetorical power of visual language and the need for effective document design. In “Bridging the
Workplace and the Academy: Teaching Professional Genres Through Classroom-Workplace
Collaborations,” Ann Blakeslee makes it clear that it is indeed difficult to capture the real-life
writing needs of workers and communities without integrating the two environments. She insists
that unless we use some community-oriented assignments, we cannot help students develop
reader-oriented writing skills, because in the classroom students do not usually consider an
audience beyond the instructor (169). She argues that we must develop assignments to “help
bridge classroom and workplace,” that we must create “client-based assignments” (170).
Specifically, she says we must connect students with their communities through technical
writing, developing assignments that students can use for a professional portfolio and something
they can point to in their résumé to help them get jobs after graduation (177-179). Blakeslee
emphasizes the need for projects to incorporate peer work and peer review, assignments that give
students experience in both the academic and professional environments (182-184). She is
careful to point out, however, that the levels of stress in the classroom associated with the
professional world should be less than actual job situations. She asserts, however, that these
assignments should connect theoretical and classroom knowledge with practical knowledge
(190).
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5.6 Elizabeth Tebeaux
In her essay, “Technical Writing for English Majors: Discourse Education for the
Information Age,” Elizabeth Tebeaux outlines more specific ways to integrate document design
in composition classes. Although Tebeaux discusses ways to use professional writing in classes
for English majors, the techniques she explains can be applied to the majority of writing classes.
Most importantly, however, she highlights the need for more awareness in graduate studies in the
field of document design because many GTAs teach first-year composition. She says that if
elements of professional writing are ever to move into the first-year writing programs, we must
raise the document design skills of these graduate teachers. Tebeaux begins her essay by stating
“The study of technical writing can fill a serious gap in the rhetorical field of English majors”
(197). She adds that “Numerous studies indicate that employers will need less quantitative and
more qualitative skills: holistic, flexible, relational thought processes; the ability to deal with the
increasingly abstract nature of work as it becomes less manual and more computer based: the
ability to write and speak well” (197). So how do we teach these skills? Tebeaux suggests that
courses must teach students how to develop nonacademic documents because employees
produce workplace writing that “look[s] and sound[s] like academic essays” (200). She says we
must teach students how to create “forms of reference writing required by their jobs,” and help
them develop an “awareness of techniques for designing writing to appeal to a variety of readers
with difference needs and perspectives” (201). Tebeaux asserts, specifically, that we must teach
these skills because people in the English education discipline misguide their students because
GTA MAs do not know the difference between academic writing and workplace writing (201).
Unless we educate the people teaching our students in some elements of document design, she
asserts, this trend will continue:

When teachers lack the understanding of writing skills and contexts that students
will face beyond the classroom, they perpetuate a number of problems within the
secondary school

writing curriculum...in short, the qualities most disliked in

non-academic writing...become the standards for secondary school writing
instruction. (202)
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Tebeaux also addresses what many composition instructors point to as a reason not to teach
document design in first-year writing courses: many first-year composition instructors argue that
since universities offer technical and business writing classes, there exists no need to teach visual
literacy and document design in their classes. Tebeaux counters this argument, stating, “Even
students in business, engineering, and the sciences who are required to take technical writing
often find the standards of high school writing difficult to break in a one-semester technical
writing course” (203). To eliminate these shortcomings, she offers the following solutions: we
must design assignments so that

The writer persuades, instructs, and informs but with the purpose of achieving a
specific task associated with the writer’s job...for that reason, effective visual
design of writing becomes necessary, as do conciseness and clarity. Determining
what the reader needs most and placing that first in the message supplants logical
development of the college essay. (205)

Tebeaux clearly reasserts the importance of visual literacy and document design in composition
theory as well as applying these strategies in the classroom. Unless we begin to show graduate
students what visual literacy and document design entails, there is little hope of introducing these
skills to first-year writers.

5.7 Bruce Robbins
In “Weaving Workplace Writing into the English Classroom,” Bruce Robbins adds to
Tebeaux’s directions by explaining how teachers can find a middle ground and balance the
various demands of first-year composition courses. Specifically, he says

Teachers reach a...reasonable compromise when they teach a unit or two of
workplace literacy during the school year, but new workplace units must take the
place of other potentially valuable unites that were previously taught...rather than
replacing valuable content...we can instead draw on the functions... [to] wea[ve]
workplace writing into the work of the classroom. (41-42)
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Robbins explains that we can add elements of workplace writing into every aspect of our already
established lesson plans. Assignments such as status reports, progress reports, and simple
proposals allow students to reflect on work they are doing in the class already by integrating
professional documents and workplace writing styles. These documents “take relatively little
time to teach …study and practice” (43). In addition, writing projects that assist the community
students know best, their school, connect writing with action to bring about positive change.
Creating the following documents helps students in college writing and writing on the job:
•

Proposals for school projects

•

Instructions for labs

•

Plans and reports for clubs and/or fraternal organizations (newsletters, Web sites,
bylaws, meeting minutes, fundraisers). (44)

Robbins contends that these sorts of assignments teach the very basics of visual literacy and
document design while leaving the more complex technical and business documents for the
technical and business writing classes. He asserts that the assignments above are perfect for
first-year composition classes and get students involved in the most important and driving force
in their lives: school.

5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have addressed how composition instructors can use visual literacy to
teach rhetoric and satisfy college writing requirements. It is important to remember that
instructors do not have to adjust their courses drastically to integrate elements of visual literacy
and document design. Incorporating basic professional writing allows us to teach rhetoric and
satisfy core writing requirements. I have found that students enjoy learning how visuals work
rhetorically to influence their ideas. Students express a sense of empowerment when they can
apply critical thinking skills to dissect the graphical messages they see every day. Showing
students how to harness visual communication through document design also gives them a sense
of confidence as they move into higher-level classes in which they will use these skills. In the
following chapter, I will explain how I used the theories I have discussed up to this point to teach
my first-year composition course in the spring semester of 2002 at Virginia Tech.
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CHAPTER 6
Visual Literacy and Document Design in
English 1106: Colonial and Postcolonial Literature of Africa
6.1 William Baker
Before I discuss the first-year composition course in which I used many of the theories I
have discussed in this project, I should begin by outlining some of the specific techniques I
integrated into the lessons. Therefore, I would like to touch on the HATS method developed by
William Baker, as well as outline a series of writing instruction visual cues, which are now
staples of composition instruction. After completing considerable research on visual thinking,
visual learning, and visual communication theories, as well as studying composition theory, I
chose to use a collection of approaches covered in this project thus far. However, the most direct
approach I used to teach my students the fundamentals of document design was William Baker’s
HATS method. The HATS method incorporates many of the important elements of the visual
learning and visual communication, as well as document design and professional writing
requirements. However, it is still simple enough to use in a first-year composition course.

In his article, “HATS: A Design Procedure for Routine Business Documents,” William
Baker presents an easy-to-follow guide that is perfect for the first-year composition class. Baker
begins by stating that he developed this procedure based on students’ lack of knowledge and
understanding regarding the most basic everyday correspondence used in college and on the job:
“Students continue to prepare e-mail messages, memos, letters, proposals, and reports that do not
incorporate good design features. Further, many of the students who try to enhance the design of
their documents do so in clumsy, undisciplined ways” (65). Therefore, he developed the HATS
methodology to assist students in creating these documents. Baker asserts that the HATS
method is easy for students to remember (headings, access, typography, spacing), and that one
can use HATS to teach basic documents such as memos, letters, and reports (65). He stresses,
however, that HATS should be used only as an introductory technique, a technique that is perfect
for first-year composition (66). Baker explains his HATS lessons in detail:
1. Explain what the acronym initials represent, and teach and illustrate the design principles
involved in each of the four areas of HATS.
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2. Require the students to complete a before-and-after, or document makeover, assignment.
Using a typically poorly designed business document, the students evaluate the design
aspects of the original document and then redesign the document, applying the principles
of HATS. Students may use a poorly designed document of their choosing, or they may
request one from my files. (I used this method in my coursesee APPENDIX D)
Next, he outlines the principles of HATS:
Headings
•

Teach students to remember two aspects regarding headings: adequacy and hierarchy.
o Adequacy: All documents, including memos and letters, should have an ample
number of headings to serve as navigation signposts.
o Hierarchy: Headings should visually reveal the information structure, or
architecture. Organizational hierarchy can be revealed by variations in typeface,
size, style, and alignment.

Access
•

Teach students about access, which refers to the ease of finding and mentally digesting
important information. Information access can be achieved by
1. Enhancing text, such as using bullets and numbers
2. Using graphics, such as tables, graphs, process charts, and photographs.

Typography
•

Instruct students about typography and how type can be changed to achieve improved
design...the various attributes of typography are reflected on the tool bar of word
processing software, including the face (name), size, style, (such as bold, italics, and
color) and alignment.

Spacing
•

Instruct students about the importance of white space, or the unused space on the page.
The more text a page includes, and the more tightly compacted the text, the more dark
and uninviting the page will appear. (66-72)

Baker concludes his article with an assessment of his students’ reactions by stating that the
before-after assignment was good because students could see the difference between a
traditionally formatted document and a document designed using HATS (72).
Finally, he points out the five benefits of the HATS method:
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•

HATS gives teachers a clear methodology for use in teaching document design.

•

HATS gives students a specific procedure to follow in producing professional-looking
documents.

•

HATS is remembered easily because of the obvious acronym.

•

HATS provides a general standard for grading and editing the design of business
documents.

•

HATS improves the audience’s reading experience, enhancing both efficiency and
effectiveness. (72-73)

Baker admits that using “HATS during document preparation takes a bit of additional time,” but
he adds that the documents students produce are worth the extra effort (73). Visual literacy can
take the shape of instructional techniques as well as lessons in producing documents (HATS). I
used the graphics in Figures 2 - 4 to help teach my students the basics of college and business
writing.

Early composition guides rarely used graphics to explain writing. Modern writing
textbooks, however, now fully integrate the use of graphics to explain the structure of documents
such as the argument paper. One such example of a writing guide that integrates visuals and text
is Diana Hacker’s Rules for Writers, which also contains an entire section on document design.
Hacker’s text uses clear, clever graphics to demarcate each section of her book: a stoplight for
the section on punctuation, a wrench for the section on mechanics, a ruler and a block of text for
the section on document design. These graphics connect the visual medium with text so that
students can quickly identify chapters of the book for rapid use. Hacker also uses bulleted and
numbered lists, colored boxes, and ample white space to effectively organize her pages to make
the rules of composition easy to access and understand. If we use visual cues to teach our
students to write, why not teach them to use these same visual cues in their documents? It is
clear that leading composition scholars are integrating the visual medium into their work to
explain everything from essay structure to sentence structure.

Teachers often begin writing instruction with the global sections of the essay, such as the
introduction, body, and conclusion. Of course there exist many ways of teaching essays, but
clearly one of the most effective is by pulling back from individual sentences and topics to focus
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on the global sections. Using graphics for this instruction allows students to think structurally.
The simple diagrams below provide examples of using graphical information to teach
composition structure. I included Figures 2 - 4 on the course Web site and on overheads.

Introduction
- Context
- Why Important?
- Thesis/strategy

Body
- Topic sentence
- Proof
- Supports thesis?
- Transition

Conclusion
- Reflect on topic
- Restate thesis
- Pose question
- Wrap up

Figure 2. Composition Blocks

Consider the effectiveness of the graphics above compared to a solid block of text explaining the
different sections of an argument essay.

Another example of using visuals to teach composition structure shows how we can
begin with general statements and focus in on specific details and examples. The text in Figure 3
explains the goals of each step, while the inverted triangle reinforces the idea of narrowing one’s
ideas from general to specific as the lines move from broad to narrow.
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Transition Sentence
Moves from one topic to another…
Topic Sentence
Outlines new topic…
Broad Proof
General Data…
Quote
“…”

Figure 3. Composition Triangle

Consider the effectiveness of the graphic above compared to text explaining the process of
structuring information in argument papers running from broad topic statements to specific
examples. Finally, composition webs such as the one found in Figure 4 integrate the visual
medium with text to help students who do not organize or brainstorm effectively using
traditional, linear outlines.

Learning
Disabilities

People

Adult

Types

ADD/HDD

Aphasia

Dyslexia

Child

Education
& Testing

Diagnosis

Discrimination

College

Causes

ACLD

Figure 4. Composition Web
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Signs and
Disclosures

Some students who do not organize well in linear formats can have learning disabilities. Since
more and more students with learning disabilities are entering college each year, we cannot
underestimate the value of graphical devises to teach writing9. Certainly, we would want to use
both detailed text and easy-to-understand graphics to teach organization and structure.
Nevertheless, these simple graphics should make it clear that we can use visual thinking in our
writing pedagogy despite the cultural pressure to separate text and visuals in education. In fact,
we may be able to reduce our workload and make it easier for students to create clear
compositions, because visuals work as a bridge between oral and text-only written
communication. Often times, students can explain what they mean orally, but have difficulty
expressing their ideas clearly in writing. Visual instruction and visual communication in
students’ work can help these students present their ideas more effectively.

6.2 Why I Chose to Teach Visual Literacy and Document Design
Before transferring to Virginia Tech in 1998, I attended Northern Virginia Community
College (NVCC). While at NVCC, I took two important courses: business writing, and
technical writing. Though my NVCC professional writing classes were rudimentary, they
introduced me to the precision document production expected in the “real world.” The skills I
learned in these classes allowed me to excel at a summer office position I held with the U.S.
Government under the Department of Defense at Fort Belvoir. At Fort Belvoir, I worked in the
Program Management Office (PMO), Reserve Component Automation System (RCAS) with a
division of engineers who were testing and fielding an information system for the Reserve
Component of the U.S. Armed Forces: the National Guard and the U.S. Army Reserve.

Within three months of working at the RCAS PMO, I was no longer running copies and
taking phone calls as the office helper; I was assisting engineers with their projects: spreadsheets,
proposals, memoranda of understanding, and memoranda of agreement. I was helping engineers
produce progress reports; I was helping them design documents to communicate information that
was of national interest and that also, after years of work, helped Guardsman and Reservists save
9

In Success for College Students with Learning Disabilities, published in 1993, Susan Vogel and Pamela Adelman
state that sequential thinking and categorizing (used in creating outlines) during the writing process can be a
problem for students with learning disabilities. Therefore, graphical alternatives are preferable. Also see The ABCs
of Learning Disabilities by Bernice Wong, published in 1996.
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lives. In fact, when the engineers learned of my skills with writing and document design, I never
again lacked for work to do on the jobI was in demand.

At the end of the summer, the GS-15 for whom I worked pressured the personnel office
at Fort Belvoir to transition me from a Summer Hire position to a GS-4 Temporary Permanent
position, certainly not a full-blown government job, but still an achievement. This is how I came
to understand, first hand, the importance of communicating clearly in the professional world. I
realized that writers and engineers require professional writing skills, both document design and
content organization. This is why I felt obligated to teach my first-year writers at Virginia Tech
skills such as visual literacy and document design.

After working in the professional world, I knew my students, many of them up-andcoming engineers, architects, and soon to be officers in the military (through Virginia Tech’s
Corps of Cadets and ROTC), would be expected to produce documents similar to the ones I
developed at RCAS. In addition, during my four years at Virginia Tech, my business and
technical writing classes involving service learning assignments solidified my interest and
support for professional writing and writing pedagogy. I believe that teaching students how to
write successfully in college and in the workplace is important. These goals also represent the
origins of the Land Grant university mission: “the liberal and practical education of the industrial
classes in the several pursuits and professions in life” (James). Finally, my graduate level
courses “Visual Rhetoric and Document Design,” and “Composition Theory” convinced me to
teach the skills I knew my students would usein other classes at Virginia Tech and after they
graduated. I was convinced I could help my students obtain the skills they would need to
succeed in the “professions in life.”

6.3 Theories and Course Organization
After teaching three first-year composition courses while taking graduate classes myself,
I knew first hand the time-consuming challenges I would face teaching a new concept to
inexperienced writers. I took to heart the dissenting arguments regarding teaching document
design in first-year composition. I knew I would have to integrate visual literacy and document
design in the curricula I had decided to teach, while at the same time making sure I was helping
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my students fulfill their core writing requirements. Equally challenging was my decision to
teach postcolonial theory and postcolonial literature as the theme of the class. How could I help
my students explore postcolonial literature while at the same time use visual literacy and
document design to help satisfy the Virginia Tech Area 1 writing requirements? After weeks of
deliberation, I hit upon a solution: incorporate visual literacy by studying the Europeans’ use of
visual rhetoric in pictures and paintings during the colonial and imperial years; incorporate
document design by assigning students a professional report on their exploratory essays. I
integrated African literature with readings from Andrea Lunsford’s Everything’s an Argument,
and Paul Anderson’s Technical Communication: A Reader-Centered Approach to increase
awareness of visual literacy, visual rhetoric, professional writing, and document design.

I attempted to integrate visual literacy and document design at every level of this course.
I would like to begin by explaining how I did this and then move on to the actual layout of the
class. I integrated the four levels of document design (based on Kostelnick and Roberts’ model)
Hassett and Lott discuss in “Seeing Student Texts”: Intra-textual, Inter-textual, Extra-textual, and
Super-textual (41-43). I used these four levels in every document I produced for the class, the
syllabus, the reading packet, and even the Web site. I designed the syllabus to convey a complex
range of messages to students quickly and easily, because I knew they would use this document
often during the semester. I knew the document had to be clear because students use their syllabi
outside the classroom to determine what assignments they need to complete, how they need to
complete them, and when the assignments are due. Later in the semester, I also used the syllabus
as an example of professional writing and an illustration of how to use the design elements in the
HATS methodology (see APPENDIX C to view the syllabus).

From the very beginning of the semester, I also stressed the importance of a clean,
professional looking document that adheres strictly to the guidelines established by either the
instructor or an employer. In this case, we used MLA document requirements for the Journal
assignments (one page position essays), and the first two formal essays. I used the sample essay
beginning on page 351 of Diana Hacker’s A Writer’s Reference as an example to explain 1) how
an academic essay should look, and 2) how it should be structured. Of course, I was pleased to
see graphical representation of statistical findings on page 3 of the sample student essay. I
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emphasized the importance of a professional looking document. For the Formal Report, we
followed the document requirements for formal reports established by Paul Anderson in
Technical Communication: A Reader-Centered Approach.

We began the semester by reading some colonial history from some history texts (which
we later used as an exampled of traditional text-only layout), focusing on the early European
explorers and the slave trade in Africa. We also read short stories by H. Rider Haggard to hear a
personal voice of the European views of Africa at the time. Following the Haggard short stories,
we read Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart, which in its first edition published by Heinemann is
complimented with drawn pictures of Achebe’s tribe, the Igbo. We discussed the advantages to
having pictures in the text to expose students to people with whom they were not familiar.

Next, we read Ngugi Wa Thiong’o’s The River Between and began using the course Web
site with the readings. The Web site contained numerous pictures of colonial representations of
Africa and Africans during the colonial period. These graphics included paintings by colonials
showing Africans supposedly celebrating the arrival of Europeans as well as actual photographs.
The River Between significantly influenced many of my students because Ngugi Wa Thiong’o
discusses the Gikuyu practice of female circumcision. Many of my students chose to write their
Inquiry Paper on female circumcision. My students used pictures, charts, and tables to convey
the graphical information and the statistics regarding female circumcision (see APPENDIX D).

Finally, we tackled Sembene Ousmane’s God’s Bits of Wood, which discusses the DakarNiger railway strike that ran from October 10, 1947 to March 19, 1948. In addition to these
three novels, I interspersed excerpts from postcolonial work such as Edward Said’s “Yeats and
Decolonization,” Laura Mulvey’s “Xala, Ousmane Sembene 1976: The Carapace That Failed,”
and James Clifford’s “On Collecting Art and Culture.” We also read a section of the Communist
Manifesto to better understand the Marxist uprising that took place in Senegal (God’s Bits of
Wood). For the final section of the class focusing on the visual rhetoric of colonialism (which
would lead us into thinking about visual literacy and document design), we read excerpts from
Everything’s an Argument by Lunsford, and excerpts from Technical Communication by
Anderson. By this point, after integrating elements of visual literacy and document design in the
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class, these concepts did not seem so foreign to the students; nor did it take them long to grasp
the concepts Lunsford and Anderson discuss in their texts. Now that I have outlined the readings
for the class, we can focus on the actual writing assignments.

6.4 Writing Assignments
The primary goals for English 1106 at Virginia Tech are for students to read and write
about novel-length texts. In addition, students’ writing should become more complex to reflect
the discourse of their academic environment. The capstone of the class is the Inquiry Project.
Generally, English 1106 instructors assign two papers about five pages in length and then assign
the Inquiry Project as the final paper as it requires research and usually runs around ten pages,
excluding the annotated bibliography. I knew that if I followed this format (assigning a standard
position paper first, my professional document second, and the Inquiry Project third) my students
would, 1) not have enough time to learn the theories of visual literacy and document design they
would need to create an effective professional report, and 2) be overwhelmed with work.
Therefore, I decided to begin the class with the standard position paper and assign the Inquiry
Project second. I saved the professional report for the third essay.

Essentially, for the Inquiry Project, I asked students to pose a question, conduct research
to try to answer this question, and then explain their search, detailing the information they find in
their various sources. Clearly, this is not a typical academic thesis paper. The goal of the
Inquiry Project I assigned was not to support a position or to find an answer to their question.
For the Inquiry Project I assigned, the learning came from the exploration. My goal was to
harness the research they would perform for the Inquiry Project (thus reducing end of the
semester workload) to present this same information in a professional formatmirroring the
process of research-record-report they may perform in the workplace. Virginia Tech also has an
oral presentation requirement. Therefore, I asked students to explain the process they would use
to translate their data from the Inquiry Project format to the professional format in a slide
presentation. Students also wrote a cover letter for their report. For the final project, they boiled
down their data from the academic essay prose and layout they used for the Inquiry Project to
create a cover letter and a report using the HATS methodology: bold text, headings, white space,
and blocks of data to establish information hierarchy, graphical aides such as tables and graphs to
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show statistics, etc. In addition to stressing the importance of design, I underscored the need to
write for multiple audiences by having students pick a writing partner to whom they would be
explaining the research and conclusions they found during their Inquiry Project. Students
worked with each other while they wrote their professional reports, cover letters, and slides to
ensure they were effectively communicating their ideas (see APPENDIX C to view the
assignment sheet for the report). To assist in this communication, my students used the readercentered prose they learned from the Anderson text. In short, my students wrote for the
instructor in the beginning of the semester with a traditional thesis essay; they wrote for
themselves in the Inquiry Project; and finally, they wrote for multiple readers (their writing
partner and myself), using professional writing prose in the formal report. Below, I outline the
lessons and theoretical approaches I used in the unit.
Visual Literacy
•

To formally introduce visual literacy, we read Everything’s an Argument: 251-271.

•

To further discuss these theories, I presented slides on visual literacy and document
design (see APPENDIX B to view these slides). The students also brought in
advertisements so we could apply some of these theories to our media culture.

•

To reinforce these theories, and to get a deeper understanding of the colonial experience,
we watched the movie, Gandhi. We discussed how Gandhi changed his clothes and his
appearance throughout the movie to coincide with his philosophical messages. We also
discussed how Gandhi used the media to bring his message to the world to shame the
English out of India in a peaceful manner. Students completed a Journal assignment
discussing how Gandhi used the media to convey his philosophical message.

•

To help students better understand the visual rhetoric of colonialism, I presented slides
that included some of the pictures above (see APPENDIX B to view these slides).

Document Design
•

To introduce elements of document design, we read excerpts from Technical
Communication: 3-22, 273-298, 444-460.

•

To introduce the HATS methodology, I presented slides on these design elements (see
APPENDIX B to view these slides). Students practiced HATS in their slide presentation.

•

To assist students with their oral presentations, I ran one myself, integrating skills I
learned working for RCAS presenting information to executives and military officers in a
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professional environment (see APPENDIX B to view these slides). This served as an
example of a professional slide presentation. Students practiced changing essay prose to
professional prose in various exercises (see APPENDIX D to view an example).

6.5 Results and Findings
Overall, my students produced first-rate professional reports. Despite their inexperience
with creating business documents, and the difficulties some of my students had mastering the
business genre, most students integrated the HATS methodology and the design aspects we
discussed in class. In addition, their slide presentations provided an invaluable practice venue.
The presentations gave them a chance to impart their information in a professional manner, and it
gave me a chance to track their progress and help them revise or correct document design
elements in their work. I must admit that a few students were frustrated with the new document
format and writing style. Some of these students came to me for extra help. But by stressing
over and over again that these document design and professional writing skills would help them
get and keep jobs, as well as obtain raises, their reluctance waned and their production
blossomed. Overall, my students were able to restructure the information contained within their
Inquiry Projects to create effective, pleasing professional reports. My students accomplished the
following tasks in order to design their documents:
•

They structured their documents to satisfy the three questions Tebeaux states as most
important to employers and peers in the workplace: What is this? Why do I have this?
And what do I do with this information? (Executive summaries as introductions).

•

They used white space and good page design to place graphics in a pleasing manner and
to not crowd their data.

•

They used headings and bold text to establish information hierarchy. (We also practiced
translating transition sentences and topic sentences into report headings.)

•

They limited their paragraph length to no more than 10 lines.

•

They integrated their graphics with text to convey meaning quickly and clearly.

•

The graphics they produced were (for the most part) accurate, fair, and well designed
using correct color schemes.

•

They used the BLUF (bottom line up front) strategy to reduce the length and confusion of
their sentences.
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•

They replaced words such as “utilize” with words such as “use” to create clearer prose.

•

My students seemed to have fun with the project and finished with a sense of
accomplishment knowing that they had learned skills they would use in “real life.” They
seemed to appreciate the extra effort I extended, and they seemed to want to put more
effort into a project they knew would benefit them.

English 1106 is, of course, more than a professional writing course. The university writing
requirements must always be the main goals of any first-year writing class. I believe that The
Virginia Tech Area 1 Writing Requirements were satisfied in the following ways:
1. Understand the use of words as basic tools of thought
•

Students read information on European colonialism in Africa from European and African
perspectives. They presented their ideas and research in three different genres. Not only
did students come to understand words as basic tools of thought, they had the opportunity
to see how the same words can express vastly different and often contradictory ideas on
the same events: the colonization of Africa.

2. Define, develop, and understand ideas through the process of writing
•

Writing an argumentative essay, an exploratory essay, and a professional report allowed
students to work with the complex ideas we read for the class. These assignments led
them through a writing process they may experience in other classes and on the job: form
opinion, research topic, and present findings in a clear, concise document.

3. Understand modes of verbal discourse central to college-level academic work
•

By including three of the most commonly used essays in college-level work, students
used the level of discourse generally found in academia, as well as learning how to
present their ideas in a professional format they may encounter in other disciplines:
engineering, biology, computer science, etc.

4. Develop clear and effective prose
•

Students began writing in a genre with which they were familiar (the argumentative
essay), then progressed to the exploratory essay, and finally distilled their information
into a professional prose emphasizing clarity.

5. Plan, invent, edit, and revise during the writing process
•

Students worked with a writing partner to develop their slide presentations which
discussed the topic of their report and how, exactly, they were shifting their prose and
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document design to reflect the shift in genre. Writing partners worked together to plan
and edit their slides, cover letters, and reports.
6. Expand powers of understanding through analytical writing
•

Students completed research to fulfill the requirements of the Inquiry Project, analyzing
their sources in depth. They took their analysis a step further by completing a report on
the Inquiry Project. I believe this expanded their ability to do research, analyze their
sources, and report on their findings.

7. Participate in verbal discussions of texts and ideas as an essential element of discourse
and communication
•

Students discussed their reports in class as they presented their slides. They ran these
slide presentations in a professional manner and then spent time answering questions in
an informal question and answer period.

APPENDIX D includes samples of the professional reports prepared by my students. While
most of my students understood and used the HATS methodology, and the other strategies we
covered for developing effective professional documents, I would be remiss if I presented a
completely rosy report. There were problems; I have listed the most serious of these below:
•

Unreliable or unprofessional writing partners: the project relied heavily on both writing
partners continuously working toward developing a good slide presentation, a good cover
letter, and a good report. The lives of first-year students are fraught with peril…

•

Introducing a new style of writing/switching writing styles from the academic to the
professional genre: some students had difficulty, regardless of the time we spent on
shifting genres, moving from traditional academic prose to professional prose. I found
solace in the thought that at least they were working out bugs now instead of on the job.

•

Difficulty in applying the topic of the Inquiry Project to a formal report: some students,
because of the nature of their inquiry question, came up short on the report. This may
have had to do with a reluctance to work in an unfamiliar genre.

•

Trying too hard to use graphics to explain information from the Inquiry Project: some
students felt compelled to produce diagrams or tables to present information that they
could have presented in text form, despite my making it clear that they were not required
to use graphics in the assignment.
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•

Mistakes in tables or charts: very few students made errors in their charts or tables, but
mistakes did occur.

•

Word processing problems/inexperience (difficulty placing graphics and tables): some
students had difficulty working with their word processing programs to place diagrams,
charts, tables, and pictures. This took extra time to explain, but the students who came to
me for help worked through these difficulties. I did not have access to a computerintegrated classroom where I could have taken a couple class periods to run through an
introductory lesson on working with graphics in MS Word (always a dodgy task).

•

Working under pressure in a more professional atmosphere/student maturity: some
students were just not used to the planning, revising, and writing demands of producing a
professional report.

•

Dedicating more time to preparing the class (reading packet, slides, Web site, etc.): I tried
to use good document design and visual literacy in every aspect of the course. The
formal reports, however, took much less time to grade than traditional academic essays
because these documents were much more accessible.

These issues notwithstanding, I can say with certainty that this project was a success. I
think one of the reasons my students seemed so happy is because, possibly for the first time in
their writing experience, someone was telling them what they needed to know to write
successfully in classes other than an English class. They were also very pleased to be acquiring
skills most of them will use in their professions: engineers, architects, environmental biologists,
military officers, etc. I think the few examples of less than satisfactory writing had more to do
with immaturity and lack of commitment than with the visual literacy and document design.
Students who performed at or below an average level during the semester continued this trend in
the unit on visual literacy and document design. However, most of the students seemed to
appreciate learning about visual literacy and how visuals manipulate opinion and alter meaning,
because in truth, my students communicate in visual languages every day of their lives. I think,
or at least I hope, that the tools these lessons provided gave my students a greater sense of
independence and confidence to communicate and succeed.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
The theories established by Rudolph Arnheim, Robert McKim, and Robert Horn, among
others, show that a key part of our cognitive process is visualbeginning when we are infants,
we think visually, learn visually, and communicate visually in most aspects of our lives. Our
systems of education tap into this visual thinking to teach us about the world. However, these
same educational systems make the mistake of separating visual thinking from learning when we
are supposed to write and count. As Arnheim, McKim, and Horn show, this method is outdated.
Given our visual thinking processes, and given the visual language we use today in our global,
electronic, media-driven culture, separating visual thinking from our learning process is clearly
flawed. Writing instructors in higher learning continue this cycle by teaching only text-based,
traditional styles of writing. Scholars such as Stephen Bernhardt, Elizabeth Tebeaux, and Paul
Anderson, and many others, recognize the shortcomings of teaching students in this limited
manner and implore us to integrate visuals in our college courses.

Many scholars state that we should integrate more visual literacy in writing classes based
on Arnheim’s theories of visual thinking. They assert that we can teach both global and local
writing skills using visuals. Others state that becoming visually literate is imperative in our
media dominated culturethat in order to write about our world, we must be able to read and
dissect the visual language our world now uses. Still others tie visual literacy and visual rhetoric
to production. They claim that we are obligated to teach document design since our students’
documents must compete in the professional world. They say we must teach document design in
writing classes because our students will be expected to write reports, memos, and letters that use
graphs, tables, and pictures to convey ideas quickly and easily. In fact, some of these scholars
maintain that the academic essay itself is no longer based on the text-only format; they say that
the English course is one of the only class in which students produce the traditional essay. They
use courses in biology, engineering, and chemistry as examples of classes where students are
required to produce lab reports and schema in a text/visual medium. Some scholars even say we
solve problems more effectively using visuals. These scholars state that the more we teach the
integration text and visuals, the better our students will think, the better they will manage the vast
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amounts of information produced by our new information systems. Yet, many people disagree
with these theories.

Dissenters argue that writing instructors do not have enough time to teach document
design. They assert that the place to teach document design is in the technical writing class.
Finally, they argue that instructors do not have the training to effectively teach and evaluate
students’ work in document design. As I have shown, scholars such as Hassett and Lott address
these concerns by stating that we can integrate visual literacy and document design in our classes
in such a way that it does not take much extra time. They also point out that instructors do not
need to take full-blown document design courses to teach the basic elements of professional
writing that use visual literacy. Instructors can use the large amount of already available
scholarship and lessons to teach rudimentary visual rhetoric and document design to first-year
writers. Finally, since many students never take technical writing classes, it is clear that we are
obligated to teach some aspects of document design in introductory writing courses. Simply put,
we are obliged to teach visual literacy and document design, because writing teachers are
charged with teaching the writing skills students will use in college and beyond. In fact, studies
show that students who take technical writing classes still have difficulty un-learning the
traditional essay they have been taught since high school. Therefore, many students still do not
possess the writing skills they need on the job, and some would argue, in other college courses.

Studies show that recent graduates do not write at satisfactory levels when they reach the
workplace. In other words, students are not prepared to write after they graduate. I think we
must at least question the effectiveness of our current curriculum when many scholars doubt the
efficiency of the 16-week technical writing course in teaching students an entirely new genre of
composition. In addition, courses offered in the writing across the majors programs also seem to
be falling short when it comes to teaching students to write within their own disciplines (based
on the overwhelming number of statistics that show us that graduates do not write effectively
when they leave college). Students do not generally reach writing intensive courses in their
disciplines until they take higher-level classes. If it is our job to teach them to produce “collegelevel work,” what do students do before they reach these writing intensive courses? Most
importantly, even if students take a technical writing class, and a writing intensive course in their
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major, half to three-quarters of their writing instruction at the college level will still be in the
traditional academic essayan essay genre that many scholars doubt even exists at this point. In
fact, the English department at Virginia Tech has even received complaints from other
departments about the value of teaching only the traditional essay.

The first-year writing program at Virginia Tech is fighting to maintain its legitimacy.
The College of Engineering requires its students to take technical writing classes, and the
College employs its own instructors to teach these courses. The College of Engineering has
expressed grave dissatisfaction regarding the writing skills their students learn in first-year
composition based on the traditional expository or expressive college essay. In fact, they have
even suggested creating first-year composition courses within the College of Engineering
designed to teach their students writing skills they will need throughout their four years at
Virginia Tech. Some within the College of Engineering are questioning the need for their
students to spend precious time in classes that teach only the expository essay. Because of these
doubts, we seem to go out of our way to justify our composition classes to students and to
frustrated Deans. We even quote statistics from the professional world to provide evidence that
students need first-year writing so they can write after they graduate:
•

“If you want to move up to an executive position, you have to build good writing skills.
You can't make it without that.” --Rick Lipton, Marketing Representative

•

“New graduates routinely experience ‘shock at the amount of writing that is required by
the employer in the routine performance of the job’ and ‘shock...over the bearing that the
quality of their writing has on their success in the position, both in terms of...salary and
promotions.’” --John Long (Virginia Tech Graduate), Joint Legislative Audit and
Review Commission

•

Writing is a crucial job-related skill for college graduates. Ninety-six percent (96%) of
Virginia Tech alumni report that strong writing abilities are “important” or “very
important” in their jobs. In a survey of successful engineers averaging 33 years of
experience on the job, 95% said that their writing abilities are “very important or of
critical importance in their positions.”

•

Writing ability affects a worker's prospects for advancement. In one study, 89% of the
respondents said that “a person's need for writing ability increases as he or she is
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promoted. “In a survey of 245 people listed in Engineers of Distinction, 89% of the
respondents “reported that the ability to write is usually an ‘important’ or ‘critical’
consideration when someone is being evaluated for advancement.”
(Virginia Tech, First-year Writing Program Web site)
Yet these same types of sources, as Anderson and Tebeaux show, say we are not teaching our
students to write for the professional world. If we examine the goals of writing requirements, we
can see that introducing elements of document design fulfills writing expectations outlined by
universities and employers. Let us use, for example, the first-year writing program goals at
Virginia Tech:
1. Understand the use of words as basic tools of thought: Though this requirement can
certainly be fulfilled by the traditional essay, it seems obvious that our new visual
language plays a vital role in developing our ability to read, understand, and
communicate ideas to develop collective meanings in our everyday lives. In other words,
the mere use of words as basic tools of thought must be taught, but teaching students that
our tools of thought are limited to words does not correspond with the tools students use
to learn, understand, and communicate from the time they are infants.
2. Engage in defining, developing, and understanding ideas through the process of
writing: Clearly, we can achieve goals one and two by teaching the traditional essay in
congress with visual literacy and document design. Professional documents by no means
abandon words as basic tools of thought, nor do they stifle ideas. In fact, the reports my
students produced helped them with their word-use, and their development and
understanding of the research they performed for their Inquiry Projects.
3. Understand modes of verbal discourse that are central to college-level academic
work, such as argument, interpretation, analysis, and metaphor: This goal is key to
both sides of the argument. Dissenters claim that first-year composition teaches the
academic essay so that students can write effectively in college. And yet, the English
class (or perhaps the odd History or Philosophy class) may be the only class in which our
students produce the traditional academic essay. Increasingly, as research shows, the
documents college students are asked to produce look and sound like professional
documents. In addition, teaching students to write professional documents teaches
argument and elements of traditional rhetoric, as well as interpretation and analysis.
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Again, if it is our goal to help students produce “college-level academic work,” how can
we not teach them the basic elements of the document design and prose they will use in
their college-level engineering course, or their college-level chemistry course? What
writing experience do students have between first-year composition and their writing
intensive course? Moreover, what writing experience do the instructors have who teach
writing intensive courses? Do TAs grade the papers that students produce in the writing
intensive courses? What sort of writing pedagogy do these TAs have as their training? If
they are biology majors, how can they effectively grade and respond to students’ writing?
In addition, how large are these writing intensive courses? What sort of volume do
instructors and TAs handle when students turn in papers? These are all relevant
questions to ask when we are dealing with the writing skills that can make or break our
graduates.
4. Develop clear and effective prose through attention to style, grammar, and other
elements of composition: By using the reader-centered prose from Anderson’s Technical
Communication, by using the BLUF (bottom line up front) sentence structure, and by
using clear, straightforward words, students fulfilled this goal in their reports. In fact,
one of the main goals of professional writing and document design is to pay special
attention to clear and effective prose. Many aspects of document design show how
students can produce clear and effective prose using methods such as HATS.
5. Engage in planning, inventing, editing, and revising as elements of the writing
process: Though this goal can be satisfied using other forms of essays, this goal clearly
mirrors the writing process graduates use on the job. It makes sense, then, to follow on
the writing processes graduates may us in other classes and at work to produce
documents. My students planned their reports from beginning to end and condensed the
data from their Inquiry Projects to convey their ideas to a varied audience. They had to
invent, edit, and revise text and graphics to get these elements working together, just as
they must do in other classes and on the job.
6. Read texts and write analytical and interpretive prose as a reciprocal means of
expanding powers of understanding and imagination: I learned first hand at my job
with the government that this is a process used everyday in the professional world.
People from most disciplines must read complex texts, analyze that data, and understand
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the information they receive. However, they must also communicate their ideas to
clients, employers, and co-workers to promote action. My students read multiple novellength texts, analyzed, and interpreted those texts, and they analyzed and interpreted the
research they performed for their exploratory essay in their formal reports. These reports
were organized to mirror the process students may face after they graduate.
7. Participate in oral discussion of texts and ideas as an essential element of discourse
and communication: The need for skill in oral discussion cannot be underestimated. In
fact, I witnessed the success and failure of many projects during my time at Fort Belvoir
based on the presentations given by project leads. My students practiced this important
skill by presenting how they were going to translate their Inquiry Project into a
professional report. My students shared their ideas on their topics and shared their ideas
on writing. This meta-discussion on the composition process was an important learning
step in creating the reports.

I hope I have shown that we can help students satisfy core writing requirements (at
Virginia Tech, the Area 1 goals) by integrating visual literacy and document design in a firstyear composition course. To be fair, though, I should reassert that teaching visual literacy and
document design in first-year composition requires extra effortfrom the instructor and from the
students. However, in order to remain relevant, as Bernhardt and Tebeaux assert, we must
educate ourselves in the basic elements of visual literacy and document design so that we can
teach them to our students. Of course, further research is needed to build upon the momentum
scholars such as Bernhardt, Tebeaux, and Anderson have begun. In turn, applying the results of
this research in the classroom can benefit students immensely. Using basic methodologies, such
as HATS, and integrating visual literacy in various levels of our courses, makes our task less
daunting. However, students appreciate the effort when they see you are taking the time to teach
them the full gamut of writing skillsthe expository, exploratory, and the professional.

It seems imprudent to overlook the benefits of visual literacy and document design in
first-year composition if we can tap into the basic levels of cognition by using visual thinking
while satisfying core composition requirements. An added benefit to this is the fact that we can
also better prepare students for workplace writing. Even though visual literacy and document
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design will play a major role in students’ writing outside the classroom, this should be a
secondary consideration. The first aspect of this challenge we must consider is the possibility
that as writing instructors we have ignored a fundamental element of learning and
compositionvisual thinking. Using visual thinking helps us understand the iconic culture in
which we find ourselves, and it helps us convey the conclusions we develop. Allowing students
to produce professional documents further ingrains these lessons while teaching them rhetorical
strategies and practical writing skills. However, I do not believe we should teach first-year
composition as an introduction to professional writing. First-year composition should introduce
students to all forms of writing they will need to develop in college and use after they graduate.
Nor do I advocate eliminating other methods of writing. Cutting expository, expressive, or
exploratory essays from our curricula would undermine our students’ education. These varied
forms of composition contribute to a liberal education in every field of study, and our students
should be exposed to them. Indeed, our students need a well-rounded writing experience.
However, I believe we must find room in first-year composition to introduce visual literacy and
document design to provide a well-rounded experience that will help them succeed in college
writing and writing in the workplace.
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APPENDIX A
Area 1 Writing Requirements for Virginia Tech
Area 1: Writing and Discourse
6 credit hours (2 courses) Selected from first-year writing courses
Students entering in Fall 1999 and thereafter must complete two (2) Writing Intensive courses.
Students should consult with their advisor.
Goals for students in Area 1:
1. Understand the use of words as basic tools of thought;
2. Engage in defining, developing, and understanding ideas through the process of writing;
3. Understand modes of verbal discourse that are central to college-level academic work, such as
argument, interpretation, analysis, and metaphor;
4. Develop clear and effective prose through attention to style, grammar, and other elements of
composition;
5. Engage in planning, inventing, editing, and revising as elements of the writing process;
6. Read texts and write analytical and interpretive prose as a reciprocal means of expanding
powers of understanding and imagination; and
7. Participate in verbal discussion of texts and ideas as an essential element of discourse and
communication.
Area 1 requirements reflect the centrality of discourse in the larger intellectual community. Our
first-year writing courses introduce students to the interrelated and shared modes of verbal
communication that are distinctive to college life argument, interpretation, analysis, and
metaphor and whose various usages substantially delineate what it means to become broadly
educated. These beginning courses should be considered the springboard for further writing and
discourse throughout the undergraduate curriculum, especially in the disciplinary concentration.
In order to enable students to meet the aims of both liberal education and of professional
preparation, we include writing in many courses throughout the university, even if it may not be
the main intellectual capacity emphasized in the course. Students are encouraged to seek out
courses that offer frequent opportunities for writing and related forms of discourse, both for the
enhanced learning these courses can offer and for their benefit in terms of professional
preparation. Many courses in the core curriculum build upon the writing and verbal skills that
are the direct goal of Area 1 by including a significant writing component and by encouraging
the achievement of excellence in communicating ideas and knowledge.
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APPENDIX B
Slide Presentations for English 1106
Below are some of the slides we used in class to study visual rhetoric and document design.

An Introduction to Visual Rhetoric and Document Design in Our Culture

Visual Rhetoric and Document Design in Our Culture
What is visual rhetoric?
• visual cues or images that convey meaning influencing how we think
and act – ads, web sites, logos, tables, charts, graphs, TV, clothes…
• visual and verbal messages working together to convey meaning
quickly and clearly

Why learn about visual rhetoric/visually literacy?

• we are visual creatures, visual thinking is a major component of
cognition – we see text, letters, design, before we read them
• we live in a visually dominated world – every aspect of our lives is
influenced by visuals. We must be able to read, dissect, and produce
effective visuals to survive and thrive

What is document design?

• utilizing elements of visual rhetoric, effective document design uses
colors, shapes, contrast, and balance to create attractive, effective texts

Why learn about document design?

• to satisfy Area 1 and to practice analytical skills you will need in your
daily life as well the writing skills you will use after you graduate
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Visual Rhetoric and Doc Design in Our Culture
What to look for &
Replicate
Elements
•colors
blue for memory
• shapes
circles are pleasing
• placement
eyes move in ‘Z’
• contrast
circles on left & right

• balance
circles not opposite

(Intel front page courtesy of Intel)

Visual Rhetoric and Doc Design in Our Culture

What are some
elements of visual
rhetoric present in
this web site?
Does the MSNBC
site follow desirable
Design strategies?
Why do you think
MSNBC has online
gambling sites
advertising just
below the headline
and main picture?

(MSNBC front page courtesy of MSNBC)
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Visual Rhetoric and Doc Design in Our Culture

Beginning to see a
pattern?
Identify some of the
visuals we have
discussed. Identify
some of the design
elements we have
discussed.
Other questions to
ask:

• audience?
• purpose of site?
• cultural values or
ideals?
• emotions invoked?

(Microsoft Internet Explorer front page courtesy of Microsoft)

HATS: A Document Design Methodology

HATS: A Design Procedure for Routine
Business Documents
From William H. Baker’s article from Business Quarterly V. 64, no. 2 June 2001

• Your readers need their information quickly. Your
document should be designed in such a way to ensure
quick and easy access to the most important information:
– Your prose should be reader-centered, clear, and concise. To
achieve this, use HATS: headings, access, typography, spacing.
– You should use the HATS procedure to create attractive and welldesigned documents

1
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HATS: A Design Procedure for Routine
Business Documents
• HATS: HATS is a great design procedure to follow once you have moved
past the requirements on the previous slide:
– Headings – Think of headings as the professional version of a topic sentence.
Here is an example of a topic sentence from an academic essay as a heading:
• Essay topic sentence - From the outset of Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises, and for that
matter throughout this entire book, we see a perfect example of other established by the
Euro-centric, elitist culture that produced the Paris Expatriates and the Lost Generation:
Robert Cohn.
• Heading version – Euro-centrism and elitist culture in Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises
Keep all the important data, just organizing it for quick, easy access.

– Adequacy – All document should have an ample number of headings to serve as
navigation signposts, enabling readers to drop in for details only when desired.
– Hierarchy – Headings should visually reveal the information structure, or
architecture. Use typeface, size, style, and alignment to show hierarchy.

2

HATS: A Design Procedure for Routine
Business Documents
•Access – Ease of finding and mentally digesting important information. To ensure easy
access of the most important data, do the following:
–

–

Use bullets or dashes or numbers for steps. Notice how I’ve set up the architecture in this slide
presentation; notice how Anderson designs his text, how Lunsford designs the pages of
Everything’s an Argument.
Use graphics such as tables, graphs, process charts, and photographs

Think of yourself as an information architect not just a wordsmith. Here are some
suggestions
Information Type
Numeric
People, objects
Processes
Geographic data
Nonchronological lists
Chronological or prioritized lists

Effective Presentation
Tables, charts
Pictures, line drawings
Flow charts
Maps
Bulleted lists
Numbered lists

3
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HATS: A Design Procedure for Routine
Business Documents
•

Typography – Typeface can be changed to improve design.
– Use Times New Roman for body text
– Use Arial or other sans serif fonts such as Franklin Gothic Book for headings.
Don’t use crazy fonts such as Showcard gothic for professional documents
– Use 10 or 12 point font for body text. Using a different font or bolding your font
for headings is sufficient. Showcard gothic 24 pt is not
appropriate for professional document headings
– Unless instructed otherwise, left-justify your body text.

•

Spacing – Use plenty of white space in your documents so you don’t
overwhelm your readers.
– Ensure that appropriate top, bottom, left, and right space margins frame all the
elements on a page
– Allow for space around visuals rather than using frames, unless an edge of your
visual bleeds into the white space of the page
– Do not crowd your words. Trust your eyes when you step back to review your text
4

HATS: A Design Procedure for Routine
Business Documents
• Design: The first thing readers see is the overall design of your
document. If your document does not look professional and attractive
as a whole, the credibility of your data will suffer.
– Use the elements of design we have been studying in class:
• Colors – make sure colors work well together. Avoid combinations such as
yellow and orange, and black and purple. Pay attention to cultural
expectations and color blind readers. Also remember that colors on monitors
and colors on paper look different. Consider the fact that you may not have
access to a color printer, so design documents that will look good in black and
white.
• Shapes – avoid awkward shapes or shapes that do not work well together.
Circles, as we have seen, can work well in documents of all types. Always
look at your document from a distance; turn it upside down, tilt it. Do the
shapes conflict?

6
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HATS: A Design Procedure for Routine
Business Documents
Design Continued
• Placement – Remember that cultures who read from left to right move in the
Z pattern as they move down a page. Place visuals and text accordingly, with
the most important visuals in the upper left and bottom right areas.
• Contrast – Allow for contrast on your page. For example, do not place a line
of circles on the same plain on a page; place visuals and text using the Z
pattern so that you create an attractive contrast.
• Balance – Make sure your pages are balanced and that your eye is not drawn
to any area of the page unintentionally. How is your page going to be viewed?
By itself? Opposite another page? Do the two pages work well together?

The slide show for your oral presentation will be your first chance to
practice these design tips… =)

7

Translating the Academic Essay to the Professional Report

Inquiry Essay to Formal Report – Poof! It’s
Easy!
Inquiry Essay taken from the First Year Writing Program Guide for Students

This paragraph comes from the student essay, “The American Dream:
Remember, It's Not in Full Color" by Douglas A. Dooley
Topic Sentence for New Section

Heading for New Sections in Report

Black corporate executives are
finally having an impact on
corporate America.

The Impact of Black Executives in the U.S.

• topic sentence begins broad and
outlines what the next section of
the essay will discuss

• heading is shorter and more concise

allowing for quick, easy access to
information

1
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Inquiry Essay to Formal Report – Poof! It’s
Easy!
Inquiry Essay taken from the First Year Writing Program Guide for Students

First Sentence in Paragraph

First Sentence in New Section in Report

Richard Carter, former president
of public affairs at a major cable
television company and current
free-lance writer, says that African
Americans are "indeed beginning
to penetrate the upper ranks of
corporate management" (Carter).

African Americans are “beginning to
penetrate the upper ranks of corporate
management,” according to Richard Carter,
former president of public affairs at a major
t.v. company.

• provides more detailed
information from inquiry process

• report sentence uses BLUF by stating the
most important data first, then the source
• report sentence is also more concise
2

Inquiry Essay to Formal Report – Poof! It’s
Easy!
Inquiry Essay taken from the First Year Writing Program Guide for Students

Second Sentence in Paragraph

Graphic Representation in Report

According to The Wall Street
Journal in May of 1992, the
number of black professionals
managing 100 employees or more
has only risen 1.5%, from 3.7% in
1978 to 5.2% in 1992 (Rigdon).

As we can see in the line graph below, the
number of black professionals managing
100 employees or more has risen only
marginally.

• provides statistical data as a
more detailed representation of
inquiry process

1978

1986

1992

Source: The Wall Street Journal, May 1992

• provides a visual representation and
reinforcement of information – quick,
3
easy access to data
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Inquiry Essay to Formal Report – Poof! It’s
Easy!
Inquiry Essay taken from the First Year Writing Program Guide for Students

Conclusion

Conclusion

First Sentence: As you can see,
African Americans in corporate
positions face obstacles and
discrimination that are truly unique to
African Americans. However, being
African American in the United
States' corporate world is not an
entirely negative thing.

Report Conclusion Sentence: Corporate
African Americans still face race-based
obstacles. White Americans do not have to
face the same types of discrimination as do
many minorities. For black executives,
working hard and following the rules does
not guarantee success because according to
Cose, “a host of other factors, having
nothing to do with ability or merit, dictates
how high one can rise.”

Last Sentence: Working hard and
following the rules increases your
chance of success, but ultimately "a
host of other factors [including race],
having nothing to do with ability or
merit, dictates how high one can rise"
(Cose 42).

• shorter, more concise, to the point, easy
access of information and conclusions
4

Inquiry Essay to Formal Report – Poof! It’s
Easy!
Inquiry Essay taken from the First Year Writing Program Guide for Students

Here is an overview of how the documents look from a distance:
Traditional essay,
large blocks of text,
information difficult
and time consuming
to retrieve
Report format
with small, wellbalanced blocks
of concise data,
easy to access
data, topic
sentence can
become heading
5
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Presentation Example

Why Were Some Colonies More Brutal Than
Others?
• Some colonies were more brutal than others because:
– Some were more heavily influenced by stricter religious intolerance
– Some were ruled by stricter monarchs not responsible to parliaments
or other forms of democratic rule
– Some were subject to harsher economic treatment due to more
desperate measures instituted by government-run businesses

• To form these conclusions, I used several sources:
•
•
•
•
•

Scramble for Africa
Europeans in Africa
European Colonies in Africa
King Leopold II: His Reign, His Terror
“A Piece of the Pie: Europe Cuts Up Africa”

1

Why Were Some Colonies More Brutal Than
Others?
• For my report, I plan to do the following:
– Reduce my 10-page Inquiry Paper to a 3-4 page report by:
• Splitting my report into 4 sections:
–
–
–
–

Introduction
Source conclusions
Conflicting opinions and why they disagree
My conclusions and discussion using graphics to show data

• Reducing my data into concise chunks of information:
– Headings to guide readers
– Condensed sentences – BLUF, headings to show hierarchy
– Graphs, tables, charts, pictures

2
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Why Were Some Colonies More Brutal Than
Others?
• Report Goals:
– Present accurate data in clear, easy to read sections
– Present inquiry process to show thorough investigation
– Use reader-centered prose

• To create reader-centered prose, I plan to do the following:
–
–
–
–
–

Study Technical Communication by Paul Anderson
Discuss with my writing partner what she needs to know
Discuss reader-centered prose with Mr. Brizee
Use the Writing Center
Once I have completed my rough draft, have my writing partner
review my report to ensure a clear, informative document
3

Why Were Some Colonies More Brutal Than
Others?
• To create a clear and informative document I plan to use the
following (con’t):
– Visuals:
• A color map of Africa to show specific colonial spheres of influence
• A bar graph to show the varying number of deaths in colonies

5
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APPENDIX C
Course Syllabus and Formal Report Assignment Sheet

English 1106
Colonial and Postcolonial Literature of Africa
Spring 2002
CRN 15988 (MWF 10:10-11:00, MCB 201), CRN 11982 (MWF 11:15-12:05, MCB 318)

Allen Brizee
Office: 446 Shanks Hall
Office Hours: 9:00 am-10:00 am, MWF, and by appointment

Email: hbrizee@vt.edu
Course Web site: http://www.english.vt.edu/~hbrizee/1106index.htm
Texts and Course Materials:
• “Colonial and Postcolonial Literature of Africa” Reading Packet (Available at
Professional Services on Prices Fork Rd.)
• Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe
• The River Between by Ngugi Wa Thiong’o
• God’s Bits of Wood by Sembene Ousmane
• A Writer’s Reference, by Diane Hacker, Bedford/St. Martin’s
• A College-level Dictionary
Course Description:
Our main goal this semester is to improve the writing process we began in 1105. We all
struggle through this process to produce clear and interesting prose; and with practice, this
process becomes more familiarit becomes easier. This is not to say that writing is easy,
because writing is not easy, even for writers. Learning to write well is like learning to ride a bike;
it is an acquired skill. While we work to improve the writing process, be prepared to fall off your
writing bike and bump your kneeI did, we all do. Good writers are not born knowing how to
write well; we become good writers through practice, trial and error. By the end of this
semester, if you are willing to work, you will be better writers.
In order to become better writers, we must read good writers. This semester I expect you to
produce more refined prose than you produced in 1105. To accomplish this, we will read more
complex texts than the essays you read in 1105you will read full-length books as well as
contextual essays on European colonialism in Africa. We will use our newfound knowledge and
insights on colonialism in Africa as a vehicle to improve and refine our writing skills in traditional
academic writing (Papers 1 and 2) and in the professional format of a Formal Report (Paper 3).
I have three main goals this semester: 1) help you to write well in the academic and professional
worlds; 2) help you to critically analyze longer texts; 3) provide you with a sense of the context,
results, and reactions to European colonialism in Africa.
Course Policies:
Attendance:
• Your regular attendance is the key to your success in this class! Therefore, be in
class everyday. If you miss a class, it is your responsibility to contact another student
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(not me) for notes and for assignments due the next class. If you are sick, or have any
other emergencies, please contact me via Email ASAP (vacations are not good reasons
to miss class).
Late Work:
• Late work will be penalized! All assignmentsincluding formal paperswill lose one
full letter grade for every day they are latethis includes weekends! If you anticipate a
problem turning in an assignment, please contact me at least 24 hours before an
assignment is due.
The Virginia Tech Honor Code and Plagiarism:
• I will adhere, strictly, to the Virginia Tech Honor Code. Please read the Virginia
Tech Honor Code Web page (http://www.bsi.vt.edu/biol_4684/honor.html) and The Firstyear Writing Program Guide for Students (http://www.english.vt.edu/~1styear/sg.html).
Class Preparation and Participation:
• Come to class having read, and critically thought about, the assignments. Participation
in the in-class writings and discussions is vital to your grade.
Respect Our Diversity:
• We will be reading and discussing controversial topics. Please respect the diverse cross
section of opinions in this class. Remember that everyone has the right to his or her
own opinion.
Cell Phones:
• Turn off your ringers at the door. Use cell phones for medical or family emergencies
only.
Course Requirements:
Informal Writing:
 Journals are more formal than in-class writing, and Reader Responses (RR). Journals
will be one page, typed in 12 point Times New Roman, single-spaced, with 1-inch margins.
Please do not use spaces between paragraphs; to receive full credit for these assignments,
you must use one full page. This exercise requires you to present a position on an issue
that interests you from the texts we read and support your position with evidence from the
text or a credible outside source. In other words, you must present a clear thesis and
support your thesis with evidence.
 Reader Responses are a three-part response the assigned reading. First, choose a
Passage to respond to; second, write a Summary of what you believe that passage is
saying; third, write a Personal Response to that passage. Please see the Reading Packet
for details on RRs.
 Quizzes will be short (5, short-answer questions) and they will be easy, if you have read
the assignment. Grammar/mechanics quizzes are based on g/m mistakes from class
writing.
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 In-class writing is designed to stimulate your thoughts on the reading assignment, and
it allows you to express your feelings on the readings in a “brainstorming” environment, free
from grammar and mechanical rules.
Formal Writing:
• Formal papers will be titled (no cover pages), typed in 12 point Times New Roman,
double-spaced, with 1 inch margins. Proper MLA documentation must be included with
your papers along with photocopied pages of your supporting evidence. I will explain
this in detail during class. Visit the Web site for descriptions of the paper assignments
and writing examples.
•

You may revise (optional) Papers 1 and 2 for a grade change averaged between your
original grade and your revised grade. Paper 3 may not be revised for a grade change.
In order to effectively present and support your arguments, you will need to compose at
least 5 pages of text for Paper 1. Paper 2 will be a 10 page Inquiry Project. Paper 3 will
be a 5-7 page formal report which should include visuals, graphics, and/or tables. You
will write a letter of transmittal for this formal report. You will also be required to present
an outline of this formal report to the class explaining your topic and goals for Paper 3.

•

I will go over these assignments in class, or you may visit the Web site for details. I will
grade papers based on the system below with letter grades assigned according to the
following categories: concept, structure, style, and grammar/mechanics. We will cover
varying criteria for different grades in class.

•

Please note that for every 5 g/m or style errors, your grade drops. Always keep a copy
of your final draft.

The grading scale for essay assignments in points is as follows:

30-29 A
28.5-27 A26.5-26 B+
25.5-25 B
24.5-24 B23.5-23 C+

22.5-22 C
21.5-21 C20.5-20 D
19.5-19 D18.5-0 F

Rough Drafts:
• You will be required to bring rough drafts of your papers to the mandatory conferences.
Failure to bring rough drafts of your papers to the conferences will affect your class
participation grade and it will make it very difficult for me to help you on your paper.
Other Requirements:
Oral Presentations:
• You will present an outline of you Formal Report to the class. You are producing a
professional text for Paper 3, so your presentation must also be professional. These will
be brief, but preparing slides, dressing and acting professionally will help you prepare for
the “real world.”
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Final Exam:
• The Final Exam will consist of reading questions you provide (mixed with some of my
own) and grammaryes grammarwe will learn and review during the semester.
Conferences:
• For Papers 1 and 2, I have scheduled mandatory conferences. You must attend these
conferences. For Paper 3, you may schedule conferences with me to discuss your work.
Conferences for Paper 3 are not mandatory. In addition, I have 3 hours a week devoted
to office hours. I suggest you take advantage of my office hours to meet with me before
you submit your papers. In addition, if you receive less than a B- on one of your
Journals or one of your papers, you must visit the Writing Center.
Assignment Percentages and Course Grading:
Three Formal Papers

Journals
G/M, Reading
Quizzes
Reader Responses
Class
Participation/In
Class Writing
Final Exam

Paper 1
Paper 2, The Inquiry Project
Paper 3, The Formal Report
Journals 1-5
Reading quizzes 1 & 2,
G/M quizzes 1 & 2
RRs 1-5

15% (30 points)
20% (40 points)
20% (40 points)
15% (30 points total – 6 points each)
10% (20 points total – 5 points each)
5% (10 points – 2 points each)
5% (10 points)

10% (20 points)
Course Grading Scale
95-100%
94-90
89-86
85-83
82-80
79-76
75-73
72-70
69-66
65-63
62-60
59-0

A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
DF

190-200 points
189-180
179-172
171-166
165-160
159-152
151-146
145-140
139-132
131-126
125-120
119-0

The Writing Center at Virginia Tech
• I have given blanket permission for this class to receive any level of assistance from our
Writing Center in Shanks 340. Please use this resource as much as you need. The
number for appointments is 231-5436. You may contact the Writing Center via Email at:
writing.center@vt.edu. Call early to make an appointment; they get busy! Also, visit the
Online Writing Center (OWL) at http://www.athena.english.vt.edu/~owl/owl.html.
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Accommodations:
• If you need adaptations or accommodations because of a disability (learning disability,
attention deficit disorder, psychological, physical, etc.), if you have emergency medical
information to share with me, or if you need special arrangements in case the building
must be evacuated, please make an appointment with me as soon as possible.
The Syllabus:
• This syllabus may change at any point during the semester. I will post changes on the
Web site. Though I will take a few minutes at the beginning of each class to make any
necessary “business” announcements, it is your responsibility to keep track of changes.
Class Schedule:
Reading assignments are due on the day by which they appear on the calendar.

Date
Mon 1/14
Wed 1/16

Readings
Class Description
Introductions, Syllabus Overview

Exercise/Writing
Diagnostic Writing

Unit 1: Colonial Context - H. Rider Haggard

Mon 1/28
Tues 1/29
Wed 1/30
Fri 2/1
Mon 2/4
Wed 2/6

Class Handout (Christianity & Colonialism: Intro., 15-19,
Europeans in Africa: 27-50, Haggard: Intro., Hunter
Quartermain’s Story: 11-18)
Reading Packet (Europeans in Africa: 54-58, 62-64, 77-79,
85-86, 91-98, Scramble for Africa: 35-41, Haggard: Black
Heart and White Heart: 68-85)
Reading Packet (Europeans in Africa: 105-116, Haggard:
Black Heart and White Heart: 85-104)
Meet in Newman Library (Optional)
Reading Packet (Scramble for Africa: 93-103, Haggard: Black
Heart and White Heart: 104-119, Gayatri Spivak)
Unit 2: Impact - Chinua Achebe
Achebe: (Things Fall Apart: vii-xxxix), Online Interview
Meet in Newman Library (Optional)
Achebe: (Things Fall Apart: xxxix-12)
Achebe: (Things Fall Apart: 12-44)
Achebe: (Things Fall Apart: 44-77)
Achebe: (Things Fall Apart: 77-109)

Fri 2/8
Mon 2/11

Achebe: (Things Fall Apart: 109-148)
Conferences

Tues 2/12
Wed 2/13
Thurs 2/14
Fri 2/15

Conferences
Conferences
Conferences
Conferences

Fri 1/18

Mon 1/21

Wed 1/23
Thurs 1/24
Fri 1/25

InfroTrac Instruction
Reading Quiz (RQ) 1
Journal 1

InfoTrac Instruction
RQ 2, RR 1
Sign up for
Conferences
Journal 2
Must Bring Completed
Rough Draft

Unit 3: Reaction and Resistance –
Ngugi Wa Thiong’o
Mon 2/18

Ngugi: (The River Between: 1-22), Online Interview
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Paper 1 Due

Wed 2/20
Fri 2/22
Mon 2/25
Wed 2/27
Fri 3/1

Ngugi: (The River Between: 22-58)
Ngugi: (The River Between: 58-90)
Ngugi: (The River Between: 90-124)
Ngugi: (The River Between: 124-152)
Ngugi: (Finish Discussing The River Between)

Mon 3/4
Wed 3/6
Fri 3/8

Spring Break
Spring Break
Spring Break

Mon 3/11

Mon 3/25
Wed 3/27

Reading Packet (On Colonialism: Excerpts from the Manifesto
of the Communist Party: 7-13 [Marx and Engels], Algeria: 156161 [Engels], Scramble for Africa: 159-166)
Reading Packet (Edward Said #1, Laura Mulvey)
Ousmane: (God’s Bits of Wood: 1-23), Online Interview
Ousmane: (God’s Bits of Wood: 23-64)
Ousmane: (God’s Bits of Wood: 64-90)
Ousmane: (God’s Bits of Wood: 90-127),
Reading Packet (Aijaz Ahmad)
Ousmane: (God’s Bits of Wood: 127-155)
Ousmane: (God’s Bits of Wood: 155-186)

Fri 3/29
Mon 4/1
Tues 4/2

Ousmane: (God’s Bits of Wood: 186-222)
Ousmane: (God’s Bits of Wood: 222-248)
Conferences

Wed 4/3
Thurs 4/4
Fri 4/5
Mon 4/8

Conferences
Conferences
Conferences
Movie: Gandhi

Wed 4/10

Reading Packet (Edward Said #2, James Clifford,
Everything’s an Argument: 251-271)
Reading Packet (Technical Communication: 3-22)
Reading Packet (Technical Communication: 273-298)
Reading Packet (Technical Communication: 444-460)
Movie: Gandhi
Conferences

RR 2

Journal 3, Grammar
Quiz (GQ) 1
Have Fun!

Unit 4: Reaction and Resistance - Sembene Ousmane

Wed 3/13
Fri 3/15
Mon 3/18
Wed 3/20
Fri 3/22

RR 3, GQ 2

Sign up for
Conferences
Journal 4
Must Bring Completed
Rough Draft

Inquiry Project

Unit 5: The Visual Rhetoric of Colonialism
Fri 4/12
Mon 4/15
Wed 4/17
Fri 4/19
Mon 4/22
Wed 4/24
Thurs 4/25
Fri 4/26
Mon 4/29
Wed 5/1
Thurs 5/2
Fri 5/3
Wed 5/8

Journal 5

Final Report
Last Class (May Day)
Reading Day
Exams Begin (Final Exam on Assigned Day)
Exams End

*Remember, I am here to help you in any way I canto become better writers and
to understand these texts. Please contact me if you have any questions!*
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Paper 3 – The Formal Report, Cover Letter, and Oral Presentation
Reminders
Your Oral Reports begin on Monday 4/22. Please see the class Web site for details on this
assignment. The Formal Report and Cover Letter are due on Monday 4/29 in class.
Goals of the Formal Report and Cover Letter
- Learn to write clear, coherent prose that meets the needs of your audience.
- Adapt your writing skills to meet the demands of changing technologies in the workplace.
- Design usable, clear, persuasive, accessible documents to meet the communication situations
you will encounter in the workplace, specifically, the formal report and the cover letter.
Assignment Description
Formal Report – Your Formal Report will be based on the information you gathered during your
Inquiry Project. The Formal Report will be a three to four page document summarizing and
synthesizing what you found while investigating your question. The Report will provide the
conclusions you developed toward the end of your Inquiry Project. However, you will not write
this document strictly for me, the instructor; you will create the Formal Report for your writing
partner. Though I will be reading and grading these documents, your first goal is to create a
report and cover letter that will convey to your partner the clearest possible meaning about the
information you found to answer your question in the second paper. You will find a partner for
whom you will write this document. Essentially, you will write your reports for each other.
Your partner needs information about your Inquiry Project, specifically, data from your research
and possible answers to the question you posed. It is your responsibility to create a cover letter
and a formal report that will achieve these goals.
Cover Letter – Cover letters accompany professional documents to introduce and briefly
summarize the topic and conclusions contained within reports, proposals, etc. Please see the
example on the class Web site for further details on this document. We will review these
requirements in class.
Specifics
The Formal Report should follow the guidelines and requirements of the formal report outlined in
the Anderson readings. Your reports should also incorporate the HATS philosophy: Headings,
Access, Typography, Spacing. We will review the HATS philosophy in class.
Visuals – A major element of effective professional communication is the use of visuals. Most
people think that visuals just include tables, graphs, and pictures. However, during this
assignment, you will learn that “visuals” extend to fonts, headings, white space, margins, and
contrast and balance on the page. In other words, you will learn the basics of visual rhetoric
and document design. If you can convey information and meaning more clearly using tables,
graphics, and pictures in your Formal Report, I encourage you to do so. However, visual aids
are not a mandatory requirement of this assignment.
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APPENDIX D
Practice Exercises and Student Formal Reports
Inquiry Project to Formal Report Exercise
This paragraph came from the student essay, “The American Dream: Remember, It's Not in Full
Color" by Douglas A. Dooley
Create the opening paragraph for a Formal Report based on the information you see here.
Remember that the opening paragraphs for Formal Reports, generally known as executive
summaries (and can even be labeled thus), contain the main ideas and major conclusions. Be
concise by avoiding long, complex sentences. Use BLUF (Bottom Line Up Front)!
Black corporate executives are finally having an impact on corporate America. Richard
Carter, former president of public affairs at a major cable television company and current freelance writer, says that African Americans are "indeed beginning to penetrate the upper ranks of
corporate management" (Carter). However, the struggle to the top is never an easy one,
especially for African Americans who must "beat the odds" in becoming a member of
management (Branch). According to The Wall Street Journal in May of 1992, the number of
black professionals managing 100 employees or more has only risen 1.5%, from 3.7% in 1978 to
5.2% in 1992 (Rigdon). Therefore the results by percentage show that the seemingly positive
increase in corporate executive jobs for blacks is actually much more meager than it seems
(Carter).
As you can see, African Americans in corporate positions face obstacles and
discrimination that are truly unique to African Americans. However, being African American in
the United States' corporate world is not an entirely negative thing. Lloyd Ward, president of
Frito Lay Central Division, says "[w]e as a people are faced with a lot of adversity...[a]nd that
builds character. I've found that to be true in corporate America as well. The same conviction and
dedication to overcoming adversity in life help us succeed in business. It builds character, builds
strength" (Norment 109). It is probably true that when you are a minority in American society,
you build up strengths in character that many white Americans never need. White Americans do
not have to face the same types of discrimination that many minorities do, therefore strengths in
certain areas of their character rarely develop in the same manner, if at all. As we've seen here
with African American executives, the American Dream is not quite a dream but more like
continuous struggle, a struggle that includes the hiring process and system, racism and
discrimination, racial expectations and resentments, and some psychological constraints. The
American Dream cannot make certain guarantees of opportunity when far too many Americans
cannot "escape the curse of discrimination" (Cose 42). The ideas that say when you follow the
rules by "work[ing] hard," "study[ing] hard," and "excel[ling] in your job" you will be
guaranteed opportunities are misleading because even though people adhere to all the rules, the
rules hold few guarantees. Working hard and following the rules increases your chance of
success, but ultimately "a host of other factors [including race], having nothing to do with ability
or merit, dictates how high one can rise" (Cose 42).
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*Please note that hard copies of these papers and the permission slips are available upon request.
619 Lee
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24060-0007

May 1, 2002
Lindsay Reynolds
183 Slusher Tower
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24060-0007
Subject: Female Perspectives on Circumcision in African Cultures
Dear Miss Lindsay Reynolds:
Enclosed, please find the document you requested on female circumcision in African cultures.
To my finding, this document should be able to clarify and respectively answer you question as
to why females participate in such a horrific activity. Females participate in circumcision for a
few reasons: to be defined as a woman, to gain respect, to be granted complete access to
resources, to be beautiful, and to marry. Being a young woman, I understand it is difficult to
comprehend why women go through such painful, cultural practices. Prior to completing my
research, I, myself, was quite frustrated with this topic. Following my research, I was able to
relate with the African women and understand why they performed such mutilations to their
bodies.
As you most likely know, female circumcision is an incredibly painful and unhealthy procedure
that mostly takes place among female women in Africa. The report I enclosed focuses more on
why females undergo this surgery knowing the consequences and pain they will face following
the operation. This report will provide you with a summary on why females find it so important
to undergo female circumcision in their culture.
In order to provide you with this information, I used reliable sources from the Newman Library
at Virginia Tech and sources off of the Info Trac database.
If you have any further questions regarding this report, please do not hesitate to get in touch with
me. My e-mail address is ldrosos@vt.edu and my telephone number is 540- 232-4160.
Sincerely,
/signed/
Lorrain Drosos
Enclosure: Female Perspectives on Circumcision in African Cultures
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MEMORANDUM
Virginia Tech
Colonial and Postcolonial Literature of Africa
FROM:
Lorraine Drosos
TO:
Lindsay Reynolds
SUBJECT: FEMALE PERSPECTIVES ON CIRCUMCISION IN AFRICA

May 1, 2002

Introduction to Female Circumcision
In this report, I outline the main reasons why females participate in circumcision. Female
circumcision is such as uncomfortable topic for many women. Female genital mutilation is a
process by which a female’s clitoris is cut away. This process is performed mostly among
African women, where it is estimated that 10% of the female population in 26 countries is
circumcised amounting to about 80 million people in 1980. Below you can clearly see a pie
chart pertaining to this information in order to gain a better perspective on how many women
were circumcised in the year 1980.

Circumcision Statistics
Among African Women in 1980
Circumcised
10%

80 million females

Uncircumcised
90%

Elderly tribal women perform circumcision on young girls by frequently using unsanitary
methods. The use of unsanitary methods is extremely hazardous to each female who undergoes
the surgical performance within their culture. In this report, I present the information you need
in order to answer you mind-boggling question. I am providing you with reliable information
that will tell you why females in African cultures undergo circumcision on their own will
providing that they understand the risks at stake. Surprisingly, I have found quite a few reasons
why females find it so important to participate in female circumcision. Below, you will see a
bulleted list of the reasons I came across while researching this topic matter.
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To be defined as a woman
To gain respect and be granted complete access to resources
To be beautiful
To marry

I obtained all my information from reliable sources. I read through books that I picked up at
the Newman Library. I also obtained information from articles found on the Info Trac database.
Some sources were able to provide me with more detail than other sources. All together, with
every one of my sources, I was able to piece together conclusions in order to provide you with
dependable information. To form my conclusions, I used the following books: Gender Rituals,
The River Between, History of Circumcision, and Gender and Change in Developing Countries.
I also used the following articles off of Info Trac: “Shades of Othering: Reflection on Female
Circumcision/Gential Mutilation,” and “What About “Female Genital Mutilation”? And Why
Understanding Culture Matters in the First Place.”

Source Conclusions on Female Circumcision
The following subtopics are the main reasons why females participate in genital
circumcision. Under each subtopic is a summary that I pieced together by using all the necessary
information provided by my reliable sources.
Definition of a Woman
Showing that you are able to tolerate the pain of circumcision proves that you are ready
for the struggles of adulthood. Among many cultures in Africa, female circumcision tests the
initiates’ preparation for adulthood. Female circumcision is a type of bodily mutilation that
shows bravery in a woman and shows a woman’s capability to tolerate the pain associated
through acquiring them. Circumcision is necessary for women to fulfill their culturally defined
roles among the Maasai. Many important social roles for women cannot be realized by the
uncircumcised. Therefore, in some African cultures, an uncircumcised female is not defined as a
woman. Circumcision is the treatment that produces or creates women according to their
cultural conception. Circumcision is an essential step into responsible womanhood.
Respect and Complete Access to Resources
A woman may be denied access to resources; She could be restricted from the use of land
in agricultural societies due to the fact that she is uncircumcised. Studies discovered that girls’
attitudes prior to circumcision are not always affirmative and that they are subject to societal
pressure. The social structure may limit a woman’s choice if she decides to remain
uncircumcised. Due to cultural reasons, women feel pressured to participate in female
circumcision because it is the only way they can be taken seriously without being denied any
resources. Becoming circumcised is essential in gaining respect among the people in African
cultures in order to achieve full access to resources.
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Beautiful Appearance
Females consider the resulting appearance of circumcision as an improvement over
female genitalia in their natural state. Many members of societies that practice traditional female
genital surgeries do not view the result as mutilation. In Somalia and Sudan, the ritual of female
circumcision is widely believed by women that these genital alterations improve their bodies and
make them more beautiful, more feminine, more civilized, and more honorable. Women think
that circumcision is beautiful because the part of the clitoris being removed is thought to be ugly
and odious to both sight and touch. Also, calling a woman uncircumcised in an African culture
is a terrible insult due to the fact that non-circumcised adult female genitalia are often thought of
as disgusting.
Marriage in the Gikuyu Culture
In many African cultures, especially the Gikuyu culture, females may be unable to find a
living except through matrimony, which presupposes that they are circumcised. Under the
Gikuyu culture, no suitable Gikuyu man or woman will have sex with or marry someone who is
not circumcised. By definition, an uncircumcised woman in the Gikuyu culture would be
considered an immature child. Female circumcision provides a way of controlling sexuality of
girls and women. Since the removal of even a small part of the clitoris will strip a woman of
sexual pleasure, cultures encourage female genital mutilation in order to ensure that the woman
stay committed to their husbands and do not sleep around.

Overall Conclusions
Overall, I believe that females participate in circumcision for understandable reasons.
Females go through circumcision for these reasons: to be defined as a woman, to gain respect
among the people in their culture, to be granted complete access to resources, to be beautiful, and
most importantly, to marry. These are all significant reasons to make me relate to the women in
African cultures. Marriage is an important part of a female’s life, thereby making the risk of
circumcision rather essential and almost unavoidable. These reasons explain why the rate of
female circumcision is so high in Africa. If I was raised in an African culture, I believe that it is
highly likely that I would become circumcised in order to marry. Luckily, I live in a culture that
educates people to know better.

[It is clear that this student incorporated many aspects of the HATS methodology. She translated
topic sentences into bolded headings; she broke down important data into accessible blocks (her
paragraphs are still a bit long, though never over the 10-line business prose limit) and used
various fonts in various sizes to show information hierarchy, and she practiced good design by
using plenty of white space on her pages. She also used a pie chart to present data in a visual
medium. One of the most challenging aspects to switching genres is the actual business prose;
were I to point out any shortcomings now, I would say that she still needs to work on the BLUF
format for her sentences.]
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523 Lee Hall
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24060
May 1, 2002
William Oehlschlager
255 Vawter Hall
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24060
Subject: Report on the colonization of Africa by the Europeans
Dear William:
Enclosed is the report in which I have compiled the information you requested regarding
the European colonization of Africa. The information I present, however, is too subjective to
form a definitive answer. When an African presents the information, he views European
presence in Africa as damaging to the natives. Westerners have mixed feelings about the
colonization of Africa. Some Westerners agree with the Africans that the European imperialism
was bad. Others believed that the technology brought by the Europeans improved the lives of
the Africans. I think the colonization of Africa was more harmful than helpful to the Africans.
Several sources helped my come to these conclusions. A Medical History of the Colony
and Protectorate of Kenya and Curing their Ills are books that discuss different aspects of
medicines that the Europeans brought to Africa. “Types and Butterflies: African Initiated
Churches and European Typologies” is an article about churches in Africa and how they were
influenced by Christianity. “European Culture in Africa as Business: Its Implications on the
Development of the Human Factor” is an article which argues that the European colonization of
Africa was run like a business. “Yeats and Decolonization” is an article discussing post
colonialism. And lastly, God’s Bits of Wood is a book about a strike of African workers which
shows how poorly the Europeans treated the Africans.
If you have any questions regarding information in this report, my email address is
jritacco@vt.edu or you can reach me at 540-232-2315.
Sincerely,
/signed/
Jon Ritacco

Enclosure: Was the European Colonization of Africa Beneficial to the Africans?
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Was the Europeans Colonization of Africa Beneficial to the
Africans?
From:
To:
Subject:

Jon Ritacco
William Oehlschlager
Was the European Colonization of Africa Beneficial to the Africans?

Introduction
Executive Summary
Through my research, I have concluded that there is no definitive answer to this question. I
noticed the following trends during my research:
•
•
•

Africans think European imperialism destroyed many cultures
Some Westerners think colonialism helped the Africans
Some Westerners think colonialism hurt the Africans

In my opinion, the Europeans did not help the Africans when they colonized Africa. I think that
the Europeans colonized Africa for three reasons:
•
•
•

To show their power
To take natural resources
To use the Africans as a source of cheap labor.

Sources
The sources I used to derive my conclusions and opinions are as follows:
•
•
•
•

•

A Medical History of the Colony and Protectorate of Kenya
- Memoirs of John Carman’s journey to Africa.
Curing their Ills
- Megan Vaughan discusses medicine in Africa from a psychological point of
view.
“Yeats and Decolonization”
- Excerpt from a book on postcolonial theory by Edward Said.
“European Culture in Africa as Business: Its Implications on the Development of the
Human Factor”
- Vimbai Gukwe Chivaura argues that the European colonization of Africa was a
business.
“Types and Butterflies: African Initiated Churches and European Typologies”
- Allen H. Anderson discusses churches in Africa and how Christianity
influenced them.
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God’s Bits of Wood
- A book by Sembene Ousmane about a strike of African railway workers.

In the following sections I will go into more details about the changes that occurred in
African religion, medicine, and culture.

Religion
Overview
Half of the 25,000 documents in the Research Unit for New Religions and Churches at Selly
Oak, Birmingham, England about the Christian movement are specific to Africa. This
suggests that the arrival of Christianity sparked a religious revolution in Africa. The
Christian missionaries tried to convert all of the Africans. The missionaries discouraged the
Africans from setting up their own churches, even if they were Christian churches. The
churches set up by the Africans fall under a few categories. In the following table we can see
the three categories.
Type
Native
Mixed
Christian

Description
Resisted Christianity and kept their beliefs and traditions.
Adopted some aspects of Christianity and kept some
traditional aspects of religion.
Fully adopted Christianity and stopped practicing their former
beliefs.

It is important to note that this is a very general categorization of African churches. Some
churches do not completely fit into a single category. This classification is from a Western
view. Some religions that we classify as Christian do not consider themselves to be
Christian. For example, some modern African religions practice the Baptism of children, but
they do not consider themselves Christian. Similarly, some religions in the other groups do
not consider themselves to belong to that particular group.
Effects
In many African cultures, the separation between church and state did not exist. The
introduction of Christianity significantly changed religion in African which changed the
entire government systems. These changes were often bad for the tribe. The tribe would fall
apart once the government changed. This made the task of conquering the Africans easier.
The Europeans took control of the ungoverned tribe.
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Medicine
Overview
Europeans made many laws against African practices in many fields including medicine.
This both helped and hurt African traditional medicine at that time. The Europeans helped
African medicine by introducing new ideas such as the injection. However, European
medicine had mixed success in Africa. This caused the Africans to resist fully adopting it.
The African people were in a bad situation since the Europeans outlawed their traditional
practices and the new practices were not very successful.
Effects
There have been few long-term effects of European medicine in Africa.
•
•
•

Many African tribes have restored most of their traditional medical practices with the
addition of a few European methods
European style hospitals still exist in many parts of Africa
Some African tribes have become dependant on European medicine

The fact that many African tribes are dependent on Western medicine is a problem. Western
medicine is expensive, but most Africans are poor, therefore there is a constant shortage of
medicine due to the lack of profit.

Culture
Overview
The Europeans saw Africa as a source of raw materials and cheap labor. Their interest in Africa
was economic. The Europeans tried to “Europeanize” the African way of life, since they did not
recognize the customs of the Africans as being a culture. They destroyed African culture in
order to take control of the Africans more easily. According to Malcolm X, culture is what
defines a people. The Africans fell into the role of slaves and became dependent on the
Europeans when the Europeans stripped them of their ethnicity. The Europeans were much
better at convincing the Africans, and the world, that they were helping to improve the quality of
life in Africa than they were at actually helping the Africans.
The Europeans brought Africans technology that they had never seen before:
•
•

Guns
Bicycles
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Railroads
Factories

The Europeans used objects such as guns and bicycles to pay and trade with the Africans. Most
of the products that the Europeans gave the Africans were inferior to their own products. The
Europeans would only give small amounts of high quality products to the Africans. This was
because the Europeans did not want to let the Africans to be able to defeat them in battle with
guns the Africans received from them.
Effects
The “Europeanization” of Africa significantly hurt the Africans. They have not been able to
restore their cultures and are still dependent on the Europeans. The Africans have been
struggling since the Europeans started to leave Africa. The Africans must return to their precolonial traditions and way of life in order to become independent.

Conclusion
In conclusion, I found that:
•
•
•

Africans think European imperialism destroyed many cultures
Some Westerners think colonialism helped the Africans
Some Westerners think colonialism hurt the Africans

I think that the Europeans damaged the Africans more than they helped the Africans when they
colonized Africa. I think that the Europeans colonized Africa for three reasons:
•
•
•

To show their power
To take natural resources from Africa
To use Africans as a source of cheap labor

The Europeans both helped and hurt the Africans. They introduced new technologies and
medicine to the Africans. But they also only gave the Africans access to inferior products or
insignificant amounts of high quality goods. Few European medical techniques had an impact
on the Africans. Christianity caused chaos in many African tribes. And the Europeans destroyed
African cultures. Overall, I think that the bad aspects of colonization outweigh the good done by
the Europeans.
[This student’s report is one of the best from my class. He incorporates all of the HATS
strategies used in the first report above, but he also reduces the academic prose to a clearer
business prose that communicates his points concisely.]
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Amanda Klesyk
449 Lee Hall
Blacksburg, VA 24060

May 1, 2002
Mark Rollins, President
3052 West Ambler-Johnson
Blacksburg, VA 24060

Subject: Female Circumcision: Why is the Ceremony Important in African Cultures

Dear President Rollins:
Enclosed, please find the answers to your questions you requested on Female Circumcision to be
fulfilled in a clear and concise form. Overall the report outlines FGM, Female Genital
Mutilation, and why African women go through this procedure. Also, statistics of circumcision
is demonstrated through a graph. The statistics show the drastic difference in the practice
performed between the East, West, and Central parts of Africa.
As you probably know, circumcision among African women is an issue that is still faced today.
There are many groups that support female circumcision and many that do not. The main
concern to cut out female circumcision is because of the health issues. Many women’s attitudes
on female genital mutilation are slowly changing.
There are four reasons African women claim for going through the harsh procedure. They are as
follows: religious reasons, a way to be socially accepted, traditional ceremony from generation to
generation, and rite of passage into womanhood. Hopefully my answers to your questions will
conclude your questions or at least give you an understanding of why African women accept the
tradition.
If you have any questions regarding my report please contact me. My email is aklesyk@vt.edu.
My phone number is 540-232-3254.
Sincerely,
/unsigned/
Amanda K. Klesyk
Group Leader, Awareness of FGM
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Introduction
Today the practice of circumcision continues in many countries. Male circumcision is the most
common. However, female circumcision is widespread throughout the continent of Africa.
Female circumcision is now known as FGM, Female Genital Mutilation. The African omwn
have their reasons why they go through the painful procedure. Their choices are sometimes predecided and by force. The four main reasons why women become circumcised are as follows:
§ Social acceptance
§ Religious reasons
§ Social acceptance
§ Tradition
§ Rite of passage
Reasons
To be socially accepted in parts of Africa a girl must follow her mother’s footsteps and go
through the ritual. If she does not obey, then she would be considered an outcast. A Ghanaian
girl quotes “Many of my girlfriends avoid me because I am not circumcised” (Studies in Family
Planning, par. 10). Women either consider circumcision a rite of acceptance and should be
respected or considered a violation of rites.
Religious beliefs: Circumcised vs. Non-Circumcised
§
§
§
§
§

§
§
§
§
§

Promotes healthiness
Culturally accepted
Commonplace
Highly respected
Participate in mother’s funeral

Un-pure nature
Culturally rejected
Social outcast
Looked down upon
Prohibited to participate in mother’s
funeral

Knowing the danger in circumcision, Sudan women believed custom and tradition were
necessities in life. Sudan women said “our daughters and generations of women to come will do
so as well” (Female Circumcision, par. 35). These women hold to their moral standards. Not
only is this feeling in Sudan but other countries as well.
All the Sudanese ancestors before them had gone through the ritual and they felt the tradition
should be kept alive. This also holds true for Kenyans. The Journal of Modern African Studies
conducted a case study in Kenya. In the case study they cultural aspects of groups claimed that
circumcision was to ensure virginity, to enhance fertility, and to promote cleanliness.
Young girls look forward to this one time in their life where they will undergo the rite of passage
from childhood to womanhood. Most of these girls have to go through with this ceremony not
knowing what they are getting into. Some girls are mislead and even forced to be circumcised.
Others are too young to even make the choice; therefore, the choice is made for them.
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Cultures of Africa did not want their women to be educated on the matter of circumcision. This
is because they could learn and begin to think for themselves of what they are really doing. The
WIN News article reports two separate instances that show the fear of young girls and women.
CASE 1
There have been a few cases
reported where a girl has ran away
from home, in hopes of not to
encounter this painful event.

CASE 2
Spirits will haunt any woman
who has not gone through the
circumcision procedure.

Health Issues
The ritual of woman circumcision is dangerous; therefore, the governments, along with other
health and safety organizations are trying to stop the circumcision of women. This procedure can
cause health issues:
§ Problems during child birth
§ Infections
§ Diseases
The major issue is the danger of receiving AIDS and other transmitted diseases. Some African
cultures are not educated enough to realize that their ancestors did not take health issues into
consideration. Many health issues are in need of consideration, but some countries refuse to
consider them.
Religious cultures see circumcision as part of life. Others, however, see female genital
mutilation as hazardous to the health of women. The African cultures opinion of female
circumcision differs in two ways. This is shown by two quotes of African women who have
been circumcised in the chart below.
FOR
“In some tribes you cannot
become a mature women unless
you have come through the ritual”
(Last Rites, par. 10)

AGAINST
“Never, ever would I do this to
my daughters, it strips a women
of her very womanhood, and
when I die my knives will be
buried with me” (Last Rites,
par. 9)
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Statistics
Women’s attitudes on genital mutilation are changing. Traore Dosso Mariam, secretary general
of the Ivorian Association for the Defense of Women’s Rights quotes “We are not against
people’s customs, we are against the
cutting.”
60

More tan one hundred and ten million from
East, West, and Central African are victims
of female genital mutilation
§ West-57%
§ East-26.5%
§ Central-26.5%

50
40
West
30

East
Central

20
10

The country of Sudan had the most amounts
of woman circumcised. This total is eighty
nine percent who go through the entire
procedure.

0

Picture of African countries with percentages of
population who undergo female circumcision. I
was unable to obtain this graphic from the student
for this project. This text box, however, shows the
size and the position of the map.

Twenty African countries joined together to form
the organization IAC, Inter African Committee.
Their goal was to inform communities of the
affects of female circumcision.
Today most parts of Africa continue the practice
of female genital mutilation except southern
Africa. Majority of the religions that continue the
ritual in Africa are Muslims, Christians, and
Jewish.
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Conclusion
There are many reasons for why circumcision is an important ceremony in Africa. The practice
of female genital mutilation occurs among Africans. Recapping the four reasons why women
become circumcised are as follows:
§
§
§
§
§

Social acceptance
Religious reasons
Social acceptance
Tradition
Rite of passage

Today the practice continues throughout Africa. It is not the safest ritual to perform on women.
Due to the health issues of the procedure many organizations are trying to stop the mutilation.
The combination of reasons listed above ties together why African women chose to risk their
lives and proceed with the circumcision procedure.
[I think this student grasped the essentials of the assignment; however, there were some
problems she needed to address. The mistakes in her graph and in her prose, as well as her
attention were all problems that affected this document. In addition, her sentence structure and
overall flow in the report was jerky; she needed to use more transitions between sentences and
her headings could have been more detailed to specifically explain each section. In retrospect, I
think I would have graded this report as more of a 35/40.]
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Report
Virginia Polytechnic and State University
5104 Pritchard West
Blacksburg, VA 24060

Wednesday, May 1, 2002
Joseph Davidow
5097 Pritchard West
Blacksburg, VA 24060
Subject: Female Circumcision
Dear Joseph Davidow:
Enclosed, you will find the report you requested concerning the righteousness of female
circumcision. The report covers various areas of female circumcision, ranging from religious
and cultural beliefs of the people it is performed on, to the different health aspects of the
circumcision. The report suggests that the practice of female circumcision is not approved of,
and that it can not be justified in any culture, or time period.
Numerous amounts of deaths occur every year due to the great risk involved with female
circumcision. The operation is also one of the leading causes of the spread of HIV and AIDS in
the world. The report goes into depth on the reasons for the procedures lack of safety, and on the
great health risks associated with everyone having involvement in female circumcision.
The report contains details on the reasons that women have the operation performed on them.
Many of the women have absolutely no say in the decision for the circumcision, and many others
have no education or knowledge about the details of the operation. Also contained in the report
is documentation of the opinions of people concerning female circumcision.
By stopping female circumcision, we could make a better stand against deaths due to surgery,
and against the spread of disease through the world.
Sincerely,
/signed/
Justin Draheim
Enclosure: Female Circumcision
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From: Justin Draheim
To: Joseph Davidow
Subject: Report on Female Circumcision

1 2
/written/ May 1, 2002

Female Circumcision
I. Introduction
While reading the novel, The River Between, a question arose in my mind concerning the
practices of the Gikuyu tribe. I asked myself if female circumcision could ever be
justified in any culture, or time period? I wondered how the different aspects of female
circumcision including health and religion tied into the decision for the operation. I
mainly used Infotrac to get reliable and accurate information pertaining to my question.

II. Methods of Obtaining Information and Sources Used
A. Methods
•
•
•
B. Sources
•
•
•
•
•

Books
Internet (Infotrac)
Maps
“Dangers of Female Circumcision Underlined,” by Comtex
“The female circumcision controversy: an anthropological prospective,”
by Ellen Gruenbaum
“Female Circumcision is Not Harmful, Says MP,” by Onderi Kebati
“Curing Cut or Ritual Mutilation?” by Mary Knight
The River Between by Ngugi Wa Thiong’o

III. Findings and Gathered Information
A. Description of Female Circumcision
The girl is seated in a char while her legs and body are restrained. The operator
grasps the clitoris using forceps. The operator than cuts the clitoris off just above the
pincers of the forceps. The surgeon then wipes the would with cold water or wine.
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B. General Information
Map of Africa showing statistics of
female circumcision.

Ø The area of Africa on the map highlighted in red represents the country of
Ethiopia. Dangers of Female Circumcision states that it is believed that
four out of five women are circumcised in this African country alone.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Untrained women known as excisors often perform the operation, and
some use the same knife for their excisions on the women.
Many families have the circumcision performed on their daughters at a
very early age so that they can not resist.
Groups exist that are combating female circumcision.
o Inter-African Committee
o Organization of African Unity
o World Health Organization
In some women the clitoris grows to an abnormal size; around one
and a-half inches, and becomes erect just as the male organ does.
A common misconception is that female circumcision removes the sexual
desire from the woman. In some cases, the women experience an increase
in their desire.
The women are often uneducated about the details of the circumcision’s
risks and benefits.
Circumcision is a passage to the adulthood of the tribe members.
Many men will not marry an uncircumcised woman.

Ø The graph to shown at the right
displays a survey of doctors on
their opinions about female
circumcision. This information
was found in Curing Cut or Ritual
Mutilation
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For
Against

C. Support Pertaining to Female Circumcision
1. Support
• Jimmy Angwenyi states:
o “nobody or any amount of intimidation would stop the
community from pursuing its cultural heritage” (Kebati).
o “the solution lay in abstinence and seeking divine
intervention” (Kebati).
• “a daughter of god should never let even a thought of circumcision come
to her mind” (Thiong’o).
2. Against
• “Female genital mutilation is becoming one of the most serious health
issues affecting women and is helping to spread HIV/AIDS, according to
the Inter-African Committee” (Comtex par. 1).
• “One survey of doctors found that 98.5 percent opposed the circumcision
of girls;” (Knight).

IV. Conclusion
Bringing together all of my gathered information on the subject of female circumcision, and
whether or not female circumcision could be justified in any culture, or time period, I could
come to a final conclusion to my question. To develop this answer I had to account for the
various religious and health aspects of female circumcision.
When I looked at my question from a medical and health perspective, I could easily answer my
question with a simple ‘no’. The risks of the procedure shown in my general information were
convincing in finding this answer.
When I looked at my question from a religious and cultural viewpoint, I could come up with a
different answer than I did from a health perspective. The circumcision is many women’s
gateway into their adulthood, and is how they become part of the tribe. In respect to the
individual tribes’ cultures, one could justify female circumcision.
To make a final decision I looked at which aspects were the most important to me. I believe that
the health aspect of my question outweighed other aspects because of its affect on people other
than just with direct involvement. Therefore, I believe that female circumcision can not be
justified in any culture or time period.
After coming to this answer, it still confused me why the proper education and alternatives to
female circumcision had not been given to the people that still practice the procedure. I also
wondered if it was strictly the woman’s decision whether or not she has the circumcision, or if
the decision is just made by the family of the female.
[While his letter was good, this student missed the bus on the report. He began using
professional formatting, but it is inconsistent. He began using business prose, but this is also
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inconsistent. It seems as if he just cut and pasted the highlights of his Inquiry Project into a
business format and plopped in a map and a graph. I thought he was on track from his
presentation, but he clearly did not follow through on the report.]
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2030 West Ambler
Blacksburg, VA 24060

April 30, 2002

Tamara Watkins
304 Slusher Wing
Blacksburg, VA 24060

Subject: The Existence of Female Circumcision in Today’s World

Dear Ms. Watkins:
Enclosed you will find the report you requested on the existence of female circumcision in
today’s world. The report outlines reasons why societies perform circumcision and comes to a
conclusion as to why societies as a whole are still practicing female circumcision.
As you know there is much controversy over the practice of female circumcision. Since the
practice has been known to have serious and sometimes fatal consequences, female circumcision
has become the target of many women’s activist groups.
In the enclosure I list for you many of the reasons why societies claim to practice female
circumcision. In reality however, they seem to just be caught in a tradition they cannot escape.
These people continue to practice circumcision because they now no other way, so they continue
to follow the tradition that has been passed down to them.
If you have any questions about the report please feel free to contact me. I can be reached at
(540) 232-5815. Please feel free to e-mail me with any questions or comments you may have.
My e-mail address is lrendin@vt.edu.
Sincerely,
/signed/
Lisa Rendin

Enclosure: The Existence of Female Circumcision in Today’s World
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The Existence of Female Circumcision in Today’s World
Summary
Female circumcision is a tradition in many societies all over the world. Today, it is
practiced mostly in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East. The practice has decreased dramatically
because of its medical consequences, which may sometimes be fatal. In this report I will
examine why this practice is still occurring despite its serious and sometimes fatal consequences.
Societies claim a variety of reasons for continuing the practice, such as religious beliefs, ensuring
a woman’s virginity, sexual pleasure, childbirth risks, family honor and for some it symbolizes a
girl’s right of passage into womanhood. After completing thorough research on female
circumcision I have found that the societies that perform circumcision usually do not know
exactly why they are doing it. Many of the people to not even agree with the practice, but only
follow through with it because society pressures them to do so. I arrived at the conclusion that
the reason female circumcision still occurs in today’s world is because the people of these
societies are trapped in a tradition they cannot escape. The remainder of my report explores the
reasons why circumcision is performed and explains how I arrived at my conclusion.
Reasons
In order to better address my question, I researched the topic of female circumcision and
the reasons this practice occurs in many different societies. These are the reasons I discovered:
•

Cures for Diseases: Many people perform circumcision because they believe it cures
diseases. In Victorian England, for example, female circumcision was used to cure
masturbation. Other societies believed that female circumcision cured things such as
depression, hysteria, insanity, epilepsy and nymphomania.
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•

Ensure Virginity: Most societies perform circumcision to ensure a woman’s virginity at
marriage. Circumcision is believed to reduce a woman’s sexual desire. Many Africans
believe that it is of a woman’s nature to be promiscuous, and if they are not circumcised
they will become prostitutes. A woman maintaining her virginity in African cultures is
very important. It “is a requirement for marriage and it is thought impossible without
FGM” (Gebre-Medhin).

•

Childbirth Risks: Many people thought of the clitoris as something bad. They believed
that it caused complications during childbirth and therefore it should be removed. Morris
explains that many cultures believe that “the clitoris can kill a first born child and
subsequent children if the head touches the clitoris” (Morris, “Perspectives”). Also,
Morris also addresses the belief that “sperm could contaminate a nursing mother’s milk
and harm the baby. Therefore, for the 18-month feeding period, the mother abstains from
all sexual relations. The sexless life is more tolerable to the circumcised woman”
(Morris, “Perspectives”).

•

Sexual Pleasure: There is controversy as to if female circumcision is performed in order
to increase sexual pleasure in men, or to decrease sexual pleasure in men. Some people
believe that the clitoris adds additional excitement for the male, which may cause early
ejaculation, “Circumcision helps to maintain sexual harmony in the household as it limits
sexual excitement for both parties” (Morris “Perspectives”). Africans believe that more
work can be accomplished if both the male and female are not distracted by sex. Others,
however, believe that female circumcision is performed in order to “further marriage
goals, including enhancement of sexual pleasure for men” (AAPC “Female”).
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•

Religion: One of the most popular reasons for performing circumcision is for one’s
religion. This occurs mostly in the Middle East and Asia. Muslims practice female
circumcision because they believe that it is required by their religion. There is much
controversy over this topic as well because nowhere in the Koran does it mention female
circumcision, let alone require it. However, many Muslims believe that the son in law of
Muhammed quoted “Almighty God created sexual desire in ten parts, then he gave nine
parts to women and one to men” (Morris, “Perspectives”). Because of this, they believe
in order to make the amount of sexual desire equal between the two sexes, they must
circumcise the females to limit theirs.

•

Rite of Passage: In many societies with a female is circumcised she is then considered
a woman. Circumcision is also the parents way of saying that their daughter is now
eligible to be married, and they are now ready to received suitors for her. In these
societies this day is very important and a celebration is thrown in honor of the new
women.

•

Family Honor: Female circumcision is often performed to uphold family honor. The
Nandi people of Kenya are a perfect example of this. While a girl is being circumcised
her family is either praised or dishonored depending on if the girl breaks down and shows
any sign of weakness. If she does show weakness she is given the name coward and is
not allowed to attend another circumcision. The woman could also dishonor her family
by being sexually active before marriage. The Nandi believe that the “purpose of
clitoridectomy is to curb sexual excitement and desire” (Langley 83).
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Conclusion
After researching female circumcision and investigating the different reasons why it was
practiced in the past, I have been able to come to a conclusion as to why it is still practiced today.
The reasons given above seem to be just excuses as to why these societies continue to practice
circumcision. These societies do not accept women who are not circumcised, and therefore, it
pressures itself into continuing the practice. People who live in communities that practice
circumcision become afraid to question the practice because they fear that society will not accept
them. The reason female circumcision is still practiced today is not because it curbs sexual
excitement, prevents disease, or because it is the way girls become women. Female circumcision
is still occurring in today’s world because the people in the societies that still practice
circumcision are blindly following the tradition that their ancestors have passed down to them.
[It is clear that this student understood and completed some of the requirements for the
assignment; however, it is also clear that she had a difficult time moving from academic prose to
professional writing – both in format and in prose. Though I believe that she missed many key
concepts for the report, her letter shows that she did pick up some skills in workplace writing. I
think this example shows why we need to teach document design in first-year composition –
imagine the negative fallout were this Lisa’s first professional report on the job.]
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VITA
H. Allen Brizee
hbrizee@vt.edu
5603 Helmsdale Lane
Alexandria, VA 22315
EDUCATION
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
M.A. in English with Composition and Professional Writing Focus. GPA 3.97.
5/10/03.
Master’s Thesis: “Teaching Visual Literacy and Document Design in First-year
Composition.”
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
B.A. in English with Professional Writing Focus. GPA 3.86. Summa cum Laude.
Honors: Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, Golden Key. Robert H. Dedman, Jr. Prize
for Excellence in Professional Writing, Second Place. 5/20/00.
University Rank: 126 of 4,779
College Rank: 48 of 1,618
Major Rank: 6 of 92
Northern Virginia Community College
A.S. in Science General Studies. GPA 3.25. 9/1/98.

ACADEMIC/ WRITING EMPLOYMENT
Composition Tutor, Northern Virginia Community College, (NVCC), Alexandria, VA:
5/21/03 - Present. Teach composition skills in the NVCC Alexandria Writing
Center.
Instructor of Composition, NVCC, Annandale, VA: 9/1/02 - 12/20/02. Taught three
sections of English 111 and one section of English 112.
Contractor: Technical Writing, Dynamix Corporation/Obverse, Largo, MD:
8/20/02 - 9/2/02.
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Graduate Teaching Assistant, Department of English, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
& State University (VPI & SU), Blacksburg, VA: 9/1/00 - 5/20/02. Taught three
sections of English 1105 and four sections of English 1106.
Document Specialist, GS-04, US Army, National Guard Bureau, Reserve Component
Automation System, Engineering and Support Office, Ft. Belvoir, VA,
5/28/96 - 6/31/98.

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION
User/Training Manuals:
•

Dynamix Corporation - District of Columbia’s Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities Administration Consumer Information System
online database, version 3.0.

Proposals:
•

VPI & SU Technical Writing Class - Proposal to use Dragon Naturally
Speaking voice recognition software and required hardware in the VPI & SU
Writing Center.

•

VPI & SU Business Writing Class - Proposal for newsletter and Web site for
the Christiansburg Managing Information in Rural America Service Learning
Project.

•

VPI & SU Document Design Class - Proposal for Web site and program
booklet for the Blacksburg Seek Education, Explore, DiScover Kenya
Immersion Program Service Learning Project.

Technical Reports:
•

NGB-RCS-ESO - Worked with military and civilian technical experts to
generate large amounts of technical reports and project documentation for the
fielding and operation of an international computer network: RCAS.

•

NVCC Business Writing Class - Designed a client-server Local Area Network
for the computer science department and produced the technical report for the
project.
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Publications:
•

VPI & SU Tutoring Class - Produced handbook on tutoring students with
learning disabilities.

•

VPI & SU Center for Wireless Communications (independent contractor) Developed event program for the Center for Wireless Telecommunications
Wireless Opportunities Workshop 9/25/00.

•

VPI & SU Department of English (independent contractor) - Produced event
program for the 6/22/00 - 6/25/00 Children’s Literature Association
International Conference, Roanoke, VA.

ACADEMIC PROJECTS AND PUBLICATIONS
•

Keep It Simple: Wollstonecraft and Collins's Search for Unification, Ex Libris: A Journal
of Undergraduate Writing in English Courses at Virginia Tech, Vol. 2, 1999.

•

The Marxist Formula in Buchi Emecheta's The Joys of Motherhood, Ex Libris: A Journal
of Undergraduate Writing in English Courses at Virginia Tech, Vol. 3, 2000.

•

Developed the Virginia Tech English Graduate Student Organization Web site as CoPresident: http://www.english.vt.edu/~EGSO/egsohome.htm.

•

Developed course Web sites for the following classes:
o English 1105, The Art of Rhetoric:
http://www.english.vt.edu/~hbrizee/1105index.htm
o English 1106, Colonial and Postcolonial Literature of Africa:
http://www.english.vt.edu/~hbrizee/1106index.htm

•

Developed the following Web sites for graduate coursework:
o Marxist Literary Criticism, Introduction to Graduate Studies, spring 2000:
http://www.english.vt.edu/~hbrizee/marxindex.htm
o Virginia Tech English Graduate Teaching Assistant Web site, Composition
Theory, spring 2001: http://www.english.vt.edu/~gtateach/gtasiteindex.htm.

ACADEMIC PAPERS
•

Keep it Simple: Mary Wollstonecraft and William Collins Search for Unification, fall
1998.
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•

Protestantism in Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, fall 1998.

•

The Shadows of Sarah Woodruff in the French Lieutenant’s Woman, fall 1998.

•

Setting as a Plot Device in Possession, Arcadia, The Waste Land, and The French
Lieutenant’s Woman, fall 1998.

•

The Return of the Ring: T.S. Eliot’s use of Gotterdammerung in The Waste Land,
fall 1998.

•

The Fire of Thomasina Coverly: How Liberal Education in 18th and 19th Century
England Advanced Women’s Sexual Freedom, fall 1998.

•

Machiavellian Ideology in William Shakespeare’s Othello and As You Like It,
spring 1999.

•

The High Cost of Order: St. Aquinas Argues for Monarchy in Medieval Europe,
fall 1999.

•

The Evolution of Germanic Syntax in Britain Between AD 449 and AD 1066: How This
Evolution Influenced the Birth of English, fall 1999.

•

Chaucer’s Bourgeois Message in The Canterbury Tales, spring 2000.

•

Suddenly the Tune Went False, fiction, spring 2000.

•

The Marxist Formula in Buchi Emecheta’s The Joys of Motherhood, spring 2000.

•

Power of the Printed Word: The Bible as a Weapon in Colonial Africa and Ngugi’s The
River Between, spring 2000.

•

Annotated Bibliography for Charles Dickens's Use of Education in His Works and the
Humorist’s Influence on the School Systems of Victorian England, fall 2000.

•

Dante’s Allegory: Tool of Hierarchy, summer 2000.

•

The Narrator as Intimate Enemy: Ashis Nandy’s The Intimate Enemy and Gita Mehta’s A
River Sutra, spring 2001.

•

Language, Identity, and Control in Paradise: Adam Writes Eve, spring 2001.

•

Profane Rhetoric in Paradise Lost: Satanic Language and the Fall, spring 2001.

•

Agency, Cultural Relativism and Social Epistemic Composition Theory, spring 2001.

•

Traditional Medicine: Rejected (M)other, fall 2001.

•

A Post-Colonial Perspective on the Paris Expatriates and the Harlem Renaissance,
fall 2001.
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•

Godard, Semiotics, and Alphaville, fall 2001.

PROFESSIONAL, HONOR, AND STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Professional Organizations:
•

Society for Technical Communication, February 2003.

•

National Council of Teachers of English, February 2003.

Honor Organizations/Honors:
•

Phi Beta Kappa, VPI & SU, 2000.

•

Phi Kappa Phi, VPI & SU, 1999.

•

Golden Key Honor Society, VPI & SU, 1999.

•

Robert H. Dedman, Jr. Prize for Excellence in Professional Writing, Second
Place, May 2000.

Student Organizations:
•

Co-President, English Graduate Student Organization, VPI & SU, 2000 - 2002.

•

Ex Libris: A Journal of Undergraduate Writing at Virginia Tech: Editorial
Committee and Web site development, 1998 - 1999.

CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
Virginia Service Learning Conference, VPI & SU, 2001. “Fund Raising on the Internet
for Not-for-Profit Organizations.”

SERVICE / OUTREACH
NVCC, Volunteer Writing Tutor, 1997 - 1998.
VPI & SU, Volunteer Writing Tutor, 1998 - 2000.
NVCC, Volunteer Writing Tutor, Summer 2002.
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